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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

This report summarizes the results of our conceptual design of remedial measures to 
mitigate the hazards associated with a breach of the waste rock dump at the abandoned 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine, Yukon Territory. The terms of reference for the project are 
outlined in our letter to Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) dated August 16, 
2000. 

A significant hazard has been identified associated with continued degradation of the 
Clinton Creek channel through the waste rock dump (UMA Risk Assessment Report, 
April , 2000). Of particular concern are potential risks to human life and property 
downstream of the mine associated with a sudden breach of the channel blockage. In 
areas with significant relief such as the Clinton Creek valley, flooding from failures of 
channel blockages can be especially dangerous and unrelated to precipitation events 
that would normally be expected to produce flooding conditions. Although the potential 
exists for a sudden release of water upstream of where the mill tailings have obstructed 
Wolverine Creek and upstream of the Porcupine Creek waste rock dump, the 
consequences of failures at these locations are less significant by comparison. For 
these reasons, the conceptual design of remedial measures focuses on the waste rock 
dump instabilities and degradation of the creek channel where it passes through (over) 
the waste rock. 

A review of the performance of the waste rock dump, previous geotechnical 
investigations and survey information collected since 1976 has been completed in 
preparing this report. A range of technically feasible solutions are discussed to provide 
an indication of the level of effort and capital costs associated with the implementation of 
remedial works. Recommendations are provided for follow-up work should the 
implementation of remedial work proceed. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Historical Summary 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

The abandoned Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine is located about 100 km northwest of 
Dawson City in the Yukon Territory, 9 km upstream of the confluence of Clinton Creek 
with the Forty Mile River (Figure 2-1 ). The mine consists of three open pits (Porcupine, 
Creek and Snowshoe), two waste rock dumps (Porcupine and Clinton Creek) along the 
south side of Clinton Creek, and a tailings pile on the west side of Wolverine Creek. 
From 1968 until depletion of economic reserves in 1978, the Cassiar Mining Corporation 
extracted approximately 12 million tonnes of serpentine ore from the bedrock. 
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Location Plan (Royal Roads University, 1999) 

Over 60 million tonnes of waste rock from the open pits was deposited over the south 
slope of the Clinton Creek valley at what is referred to as the Clinton Creek waste rock 
dump. The ore was transported by an aerial tramway to the mill located on a ridge along 
the west side of Wolverine Creek, a tributary of Clinton Creek. Over the same period of 
time, about 1 O million tonnes of asbestos tailings from the milling operation were 
deposited over the west slope of the Wolverine Creek valley (Wolverine Creek tailings 
piles). Since closure of the asbestos mine, concerns have been raised with respect to 
the physical condition of the site, in particular downstream hazards associated with 
channel blockages resulting from landslides of the Clinton Creek waste rock dumps and 
Wolverine Creek tailings piles. 
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As early as 1970 or 1971, instabilities of the waste rock dump were evident (Figure 2-2). 
A significant slope failure of the waste rock dump into the Clinton Creek valley occurred 
in 1974 and the resulting landslide dam blocked natural drainage through the valley 
creating a 74 ha lake (Hudgeon Lake) as seen in Figure 2-3. A new creek channel was 
subsequently formed along the interface between the landslide material and north valley 
slope, some 25 metres above the original valley bottom at the Hudgeon Lake outlet. 
Within the area now occupied by the waste rock dump, the creek channel is 
approximately 700 m long with a gradient ranging from 3 to 5.5 percent compared to its 
natural gradient of approximately 0.075 percent. 

Figure 2-2 
Waste Rock Dump in 197011971 (View Upstream) 

Monitoring of waste rock movements was carried out on an annual basis beginning in 
1977 and ending in 1986. Over this period it was concluded that while downslope 
movements of the Clinton Creek waste rock dump were continuing, the movement rates 
were decreasing (Klohn, 1987). Channel erosion protection measures were constructed 
between 1979 and 1984, including a rock weir and channel armouring just downstream 
of the Hudgeon Lake outlet. These erosion control works have since proven to be 
largely unsuccessful and were almost completely destroyed in the spring of 1997. Since 
that time, degradation of the channel , in particular, down-cutting near the Hudgeon Lake 
outlet has occurred. Up to 3 metres of down-cutting has occurred immediately 
downstream of the outlet where the channel bed is bounded to the south by waste rock 
and to the north by colluvial soils overlying bedrock on the valley slope (Figure 2-4). 
Farther downstream, less down-cutting is evident. This may be a result of less erodible 
exposed bedrock bounding the channel at lower elevations and/or sediment deposition. 
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Figure 2-3 
Waste Rock Dump in 1974 (View Downstream) 

Figure 2-4 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

Clinton Creek Channel Over Waste Rock Dump (view upstream) 
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2.2 Background Information 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

A considerable amount of information regarding the waste rock dump is contained in 
reports, correspondence and drawings filed at INAC's Whitehorse office. Information 
was extracted related to geotechnical issues, previous remedial strategies and any 
additional information regarding the nature of the waste rock instabilities. In 
chronological order, relevant information from these reports is summarized in the 
following sections. Anecdotal comments by the writer are provided in Italics. 

• The natural topography beneath the waste rock pile slopes at slightly greater than 30 
degrees. The waste pile was developed in a series of benches by end dumping and 
pushing material over the crest. The measured angle of repose for the waste 
overburden is 37 to 38 degrees. Back scarps were evident on the upper regions of 
the dump in the early stages of development. Toe regions had evidence of cracking 
and differential movements in vertical and horizontal directions (Golder 1974, pg2). 

• The toe of the waste rock dump had crept northward blocking the natural drainage 
course of Clinton Creek by 1974 when Hudgeon Lake was about 40 to 50 feet deep 
(probably about elevation 1305 feet or so). A channel had been excavated along the 
northern edge of the waste dump to drain the lake. The western side of this channel 
showed active soil movement, as did the surface of the toe regions of the waste rock 
dump above the channel. The bottom of the channel appeared to have been raised 
above the level of the lake by earth movements within the toe region of the waste 
rock dump (Golder 1974, pg3). 

• Some tree cutting was undertaken in 1974 in the flooded area to remove standing 
timber. The cut material drifted to the outlet and a large amount of standing timber 
remained along the lakeshore and bottom. "This will soon become a sea of snags" 
(Bowie, 1974, pg11 ). Based on Photo 5 in Bowie's report, the waste rock had 
already reached the north side of the valley. 

• Placement of an additional 3 million tonnes of waste rock was planned over the lower 
regions of the dump in the summer of 197 4. It was recommended that this 
placement could destabilize the lower portion of the waste rock dump and further 
elevate the creek channel , although it would improve the overall stability (Golder 
1974, pg3&4). Any additional waste material (beyond the 3 million tonnes) was to be 
placed on the east side of the waste dump. Concerns remained however about the 
shear strength and displacement of the organic mantle beneath the waste rock 
already placed and the planned dump extension to the east (Golder 1974, pg5). 
Golder Associates proposed to evaluate the presence of permafrost and if necessary 
strip the organic soil , allow the active layer to freeze and place 1 O feet of waste rock 
as an insulating layer to prevent permafrost degradation. It is not known if this 
recommendation was followed. The waste rock dump in 1975 is illustrated on Figure 
2-5. Note North South Orientation of Cracks. 
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Figure 2-5 
Waste Rock Dump in 1975 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

• The slope at the toe of the dump along the creek was trimmed to 2.75H:1V in the 
summer of 1976 to control erosion and sloughing (Golder 1977, pg2). The water 
depth in Hudgeon Lake was reported to be 120 feet (Hardy, 1977, pg13). This depth 
is overstated. 

• It appears that little to no fill was placed on the active dump beyond about 1974 after 
which time, waste material was being dumped northwest of Snowshoe pit (Golder 
1977, V77016 pg2). Large cracks believed to be a result of grabben development 
still existed in a north-south alignment in the toe area above the road in 1976/77 
(Golder 1977, V77016 pg8). Changes in the physical condition of the waste rock 
dump between 1975 and 1976 can be seen in Figures 2-5 and 2-6. Note evidence 
of slumping of into Hudgeon Lake by 1976. 

• Large movements were continuing in the Waste Rock Dump in 1977, but the rate of 
movement was decreasing progressively with time, from approximately 4 ft/year in 
1978 to about 1.5 ft/year in 1985/86. "In the toe region of the dump, there is 
evidence to suggest that the major component of the movement is parallel to the 
valley direction, i.e. the valley confinement itself may be preventing further large 
across-valley movement" (Golder 1977, V76083, pg1 ). 
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Figure 2-6 
Waste Rock Dump in 1976 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

• Flattening of local slopes in the waste dump adjacent to the creek valley and 
construction of energy dissipaters in the channel were recommended in 1977 
(Golder 1977, V76083, pg1 and V77016, pg10). 

• A Site Rehabilitation and Abandonment Plan for the Yukon Territory Water Board 
was prepared in 1977 (Hardy, 1977). The main points in this report were: 

• The waste rock dump failure assumed 2 modes: 1) flow within the mass and 2) 
foundation failure (pg 10). 

• Bulging at toe is visible in 1970 aerial photos. 
• The first mention that excess pore water pressure in the foundation material was 

possible and responsible for the failure (pg10). 
• Temporary regression of permafrost could be a contributing factor. Water from 

Hudgeon Lake could be degrading the valley bottom (pg11 ). 
• A large flow, estimated to be 1,000 cfs occurred in 1977, eroding the toe and 

leaving a boulder-paved bank (pg 12). 
• A number of investigations were proposed to evaluate the properties of the soils 

and condition of the permafrost. This was necessary to evaluate if permafrost 
was moving up into the waste rock or degrading below the base. It was 
considered essential to evaluate possible long-term thermal equil ibrium and its 
influence on dump stability (pg26). 

• Stability improvement by recontouring the waste pile was mentioned, as was an 
alternative plan to extend the dam and raise the elevation of the channel and run 
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the creek through natural soils. Concrete lining and energy dissipaters might be 
required (pg29). A revegetation plan was also recommended (pg31 ). 

• "Cracks up to 3 feet and 10 feet deep were observed in the upper portion of the 
dump. The cracks in the upper portion of the dump are oriented roughly east west 
i.e. parallel to the contours of both the dump surface and the original ground surface. 
These cracks appear to be scarps caused by vertical shear as the dump material 
gradually crept downslope" (Golder 1977, V76083, pg5). 

• "In the lower part of the dump, most of the cracks are aligned approximately north
south, i.e., in the across-valley direction, and there is evidence of graben 
development (downward movement of a block of material, relative to the blocks on 
either side). Some of the north-south cracks extend almost to the creek, i.e., across 
the main road from the town site. In some areas near the crest of local slopes in the 
lower portion of the dump, cracks have developed parallel to the crests of lower 
slopes" (Golder 1977, V76083, pg5). Cracks in the lower portion of the waste rock 
dump are shown in Figure 2-7. 

Jo . 
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Figure 2-7 
Waste Rock Dump (1977) 
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• Waste rock deposition stopped in 1977/78. 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

• Golder Associates carried out geotechnical investigations in 1978. Report highlights 
are summarized as follows: 

• The depth of Hudgeon Lake is 85 feet with surface movements radially outward 
from the central portion of the dump. Movements are occurring into Hudgeon 
Lake (Figure 2-8). 

• Rates of horizontal movements are greater near the perimeter than they are 
within the central portion of the dump. Rates of horizontal movements decrease 
in a downstream direction. 

Figure 2-8 
Pressure Ridge on Hudgeon Lake Ice Surface (March, 1978) 

• Monitoring Points 66, 67 and 68 located between the creek and the toe of the 
north valley wall show upward movement toward the north with the development 
of horizontal movements. Movement vectors ranged from 6 to 12 degrees from 
horizontal that was reported to be approximately parallel to the valley slope at 
this location. Our 1999 survey indicates #68 has dropped in elevation by about 8 
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feet, an observation likely related to localized movement of the waste rock dump 
along the creek channel. 

• Upward vertical movements were also noted for the cross channel reference line 
points which were moving at 3.6 ft/yr. Our 1999 survey could not confirm this, as 
we have been unable to locate historical coordinates for these points. 

• The geometry of the dump and angle of internal friction for waste rock material 
(40 degrees) precludes the possibility the movements are occurring as a result of 
shearing within the dump materials. " The dump is sliding on its base as a result 
of shear displacements within the in situ native foundation soils beneath the base 
of the dump." 

• The waste rock serves as an insulator, which isolates the foundation from 
ambient temperatures. More importantly, groundwater seepage from Hudgeon 
Lake provides a continuous source of heat. As a result, the permafrost beneath 
the dump is melting. 

• The melting permafrost generates high pore water pressures within the 
foundation soils. 

• In 1980, it was concluded (after a review of 1978 monitoring data) that the entire 
dump was unstable and the degree of activity varies seasonally. Existing information 
was considered insufficient to determine the cause of seasonal variation (Hardy 
1980, pg9). 

• In 1981 , Hardy concluded that the main dump segment and the eastern portion of 
the dump had not reached an equilibrium condition. Fresh tension cracks noted 
uphill and behind the uppermost reaches of the dump may have been associated 
with open pit wall instabilities (This observation is consistent with UMA 's in 2000) 
Fresh tension cracks were visible along the access road in the downslope dump 
segment (Hardy 1981 , pg2). Cross channel reference lines showed continued 
movement into the creek channel with the movements being greater in the summer. 

• The rocks forming the weirs downstream of the outlet were being undermined and 
displaced as early as 1981 (Hardy 1981, pg5). Cassiar planned at this time (1981 ) to 
repair the weirs. 

• In 1982 Hardy noted that the surface characteristics of the waste rock dump 
demonstrated sufficiently clearly the ongoing instability and continued movement of 
the dump (Figure 2-9). The channel weirs constructed in the fall of 1981 were now 
by-passed by the stream, which was undercutting and eroding the natural side slope 
(Figure 2-10). 
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Figure 2-9 
Waste Rock Dump (1982) 

Figure 2-10 
Channel bypassing weirs (1982) 
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• Remedial work to repair the channel where it had escaped the rock weirs was 
recommended in 1983 (Klahn 1984, pg2). The work, consisting of a rip rap plug with 
a geotextile lining at the upstream end of the erosion channel was initiated in 
November 1983 and completed in 1984. It was further recommended that the 
channel be widened at the upstream plug to allow for squeezing by future dump 
movements. 

• In 1984, the channel down cutting had not increased significantly and the channel 
was becoming increasingly protected by large rock fragments, which remained 
following erosion of the waste rock. It was speculated that the 1984 construction 
program, when completed, would have sufficient flexibility to eventually reach an 
equilibrium condition and allow the waste dump to be finally abandoned. (Klahn 
1984, pg3). 

• Options considered in 1985 (Hardy, 1985) are summarized as follows: 

• Three different positions were presented: 1) Restoration of stability of the terrain 
and streams or 2) Allowing natural processes to take place 3) Allow for 
uncontrolled erosion, slope movements etc. but construct small flow and 
sediment controlling structures just downstream of the mine, in effect, create 
selected condemned valley segments to protect downstream reaches (pg 11 and 
12). 
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3.0 GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

The geotechnical properties of the waste rock and foundation soils necessary to 
complete stability analysis include their general engineering properties (shear strength, 
unit weight), permafrost conditions and piezometric levels. The geotechnical properties 
of the waste rock have been previously researched, providing some information with 
respect to shear strength (friction angle) of the material. Information on the properties 
of overburden soils however, is nearly non-existent since test holes in the dump area did 
not penetrate through the waste rock. Data on permafrost conditions and piezometric 
levels is limited. Based on previous geotechnical reports , supplemented by observations 
made in recent reconnaissance trips, the available information with respect to 
geotechnical properties is summarized as follows: 

3.1 Bedrock 

The Porcupine Pit ore body (serpentine) strikes NE and dips to the NW at approximately 
45 degrees (Golder 1977, V76083, pg1 ). The mine site is located within the unglaciated 
Yukon-Tanana Upland Region. Bedrock in the area consists of black argillite that was 
exposed to periglacial weathering and near-surface material is heavily fractured and 
weathered. It is also possible that thin bedding planes of graphitic material may exist in 
the bedrock (personal communication, Dr. N. Morgenstern). 

3.2 Waste Rock 

The waste rock is primarily sand and gravel sized argillite particles with occasional 
durable cobbles and boulders throughout (Golder 1986, pg3, Hardy, 1977, pg12). The 
argillite rock fragments are generally weak and break down relatively easily, in particular 
upon point-to-point contact. Direct shear tests were conducted in the 1970's to 
measure peak and residual friction angles. Peak friction angles of 40 degrees for an 
effective stress range of O to 170 kPa (0 to 25 psi) and 33.5 degrees for an effective 
stress of 1,380 kPa (200psi) were reported from tests on 6mm (1 /4 inch) minus fraction 
material (Golder 1978, pg15). The observed angle of repose of the waste rock dump 
face of 35 to 40 degrees indicates good agreement with lab results for tests at the low 
stress range. A residual friction angle of 23 degrees was also reported (Hardy, 1977, 
pg12). 

3.3 Overburden 

Very little information is available regarding the nature of the overdurden soils within the 
Clinton Creek valley. Colluvium is visible above the weathered argillite on the north 
valley slope. Interpretation of aerial photography from the 1970's indicates a relatively 
shallow colluvium and ice-rich permafrost on the south wall of the valley in the area of 
the future waste rock dump (M. Stepanek, March 5, 2001 ). Ice rich alluvial material 
would be expected in the bottom of the valley although the nature, depth and properties 
of the alluvial materials are not known. The presence of layers of fine grained material in 
the alluvium as a result of deposition of eroded parent rock (argillite) resulting from 
historical valley blockages downstream of the mine site cannot be ruled out. Such 
blockages may have formed a temporary lake allowing the deposition of these materials 
to occur. 
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3.4 Permafrost 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

Very little site specific information exists with respect to permafrost conditions beneath 
the waste rock dump. Previous research indicates the area consists of wide spread 
permafrost distribution up to 200 feet thick (Golder 1978, pg6). The mean annual 
temperature is -2.5 degrees C, ranging on average from 15 degrees C in the summer to 
-32 degrees C during the winter (Golder 1978, pg6). Discussions with site personnel 
and obseNations downstream of the mine indicate the foundation soils were ice-rich 
(Golder 1978, pg16). The active layer was reported to be 12-18 inches but this appears 
inconsistent with vegetation in the area (Hardy, 1977, pg 15). 

Thermistor strings were installed at 4 locations within the waste rock dump in April 1978 
(Golder, 1978). Each string has 9 points spaced at 1.5m (5 ft) inteNals. Instrumentation 
was targeted at locations where the waste rock had been in place for at least 4-5 years 
and the depth of waste rock was less than 24 m (80 ft), which was the length of drill rod 
available for the investigation. Monitoring was conducted from April until July 1978. The 
entire data set for each string is plotted on a logarithmic scale on Figure 3-2, 3-4, 3-6 
and 3-8 respectively. Temperature profiles were then plotted for data obtained 
immediately after installation, the minimum temperatures (May) and the last readings 
(June) on Figures 3-1 , 3-3, 3-5 and 3-7. Test hole logs from the thermistor string 
installations are included in Appendix A. The monitoring results from each installation 
are summarized as follows: 

Thermistor Strings T1 and T2 

Thermistors T1 & T2 are located on the southern edge of the dump (well away from the 
creek channel and flood plain) as shown on Drawing 01 . 

DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Thermistor String T1 ·Temperature Profile 
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Temp. Profile - Thermistor String T1 
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Temp. Vs. Time - Thermistor String T1 
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Points installed within the waste rock and foundation were below 0 degrees C indicating 
permafrost had advanced into the waste rock. Temperatures range from close to 0 
degrees at the top of the string (within the waste rock) to -1 to -1.5 degrees in the 
foundation (argillite). Ice chips were noted on the test hole logs within the argillite for 
Thermistor T1 (BH1 ) and T2 (BH2). 
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Figure 3-3 

Temp. Profile - Thermistor String T2 

Thermistor String T3 

Thermistor T3 is located farther to the west within the waste rock dump but still some 
distance from the creek. The results indicate the ground temperatures are above O 
degrees (about +0.5 degrees) for a depth of 30 feet below the original ground 
surface. At the location of T3, the ground surface formed part of a north aspect and 
quite likely was underlain extensively by permafrost. It appears therefore that the 
permafrost may have degraded to a depth of 30 feet in this area of the waste rock 
dump. No ice chips were observed during installation of the Thermistor T3 (BH4). 
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Figure 3-5 
Temp. Profile - Thermistor String T3 

Thermistor String T 4 

Thermistor T 4 is located near the northern edge of the waste rock dump along the 
access road adjacent to Clinton Creek, approximately coincident with the original toe 
of the north valley slope. Unfortunately, the base of the waste rock dump was not 
reached with the borehole and sloughing prevented the installation of the string to 
the base of the hole. Golder Associates concluded that the measurements reflected 
the temperature of seepage water within the base region of the dump. Based on the 
temperature profile, it was speculated that the phreatic surface was at approximately 
elevation 396m (1300 ft). 
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3.5 Piezometric Elevations 

Five standpipe (Casagrande) piezometers (P1 to PS) were installed along the south side 
of the creek channel in 1978. Test hole logs for these installations are included in 
Appendix A. After installation in 1978, none of the piezometers were functioning properly 
and the installations did not yield any useful data (Golder 1978, pg14). All piezometers 
were located and monitored by UMA in 1999 with the results summarized in Table 3-1. 
It is possible that lateral movement of the waste rock material caused the observed 
blockages or breaks in the riser pipes for piezometers P3, P4 and PS at the depths 
indicated in Table 3-1 . The remaining piezometers appear to be functioning. 
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TABLE 3-1 
STANDPIPE PIEZOMETER DATA (1999) 

Piezo No. Ground Elev Stick-up Intake Elev (m) Piezometric 
(es ti mated) Elev 

P1 415.4m 2.0m 402.9m 409.4m 
(1363 ft) (6.4 ft) (1322 ft) (1343 ft) 

P2 417.0m 1.6m 405.2m 408.8m 
(1368 ft) (5.4 ft) (1329 ft) (1341 ft) 

P3 415.7m 1.3m 400.6m 413.5 
(1364 ft) (4.4 ft) (1314ft) (1357 ft) 

P4 397.8m 1.3m 379.5m Dry 
(1305 ft) (4.3 ft) (1245ft) 

P5 387.7m 1.3m 366.6m Dry 
(1272 ft) (4.3 ft) (1203 ft) 
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Comments 

Bottom of Pipe at 
11.6m below 
grade. 
Installation 
Depth= 11 .6m 
below grade. 
Bottom of Pipe at 
10.4m below 
grade. 
Installation 
Depth= 12.8m 
below grade. 
Sediment in 
Bottom of Pipe. 
Kink in Pipe at 
2.1m below 
grade. 
Blockage at 3.8m 
below grade. 
Pipe sheared or 
obstructed at 
1.8m below 
qrade. 
Pipe sheared or 
obstructed at 
7.0m below 
grade. 
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4.0 WASTE ROCK MOVEMENTS 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

Background performance monitoring reports have been combined with information from 
UMA's 1999 survey data to evaluate historical and current movement trends and 
magnitudes. Waste rock movements were monitored from 1976 until 1986 after which 
no surveys were undertaken until 1999. Although information on waste rock movements 
has been discussed in a number of reports dating back to 1974, the coordinates of 
monitoring target points are not always provided; The data is often reported as the rate 
of movement only. As best as possible, movement plots have been compiled by 
systematically combining historical and recent (1999) data and the following plots have 
been generated for operational targets: 

• Northing and Easting coordinates measured at each survey to determine the 
direction of horizontal movement. 

• Movement rates (horizontal distance vs. time). 
• Elevation and rate of vertical movement vs. time. 

The results are presented in tabular and graphical form in Appendix B. In general, the 
1999 survey data is in good agreement with the movement trends identified in 1986. 
The direction of total horizontal movement since 1976 (in some cases extrapolated) and 
total vertical movement since 1981 (in most cases, missing data did not allow vertical 
movements from 1976 to 1981 to be determined) are illustrated on Drawing 01. Since 
1976, approximately 1 Om of horizontal movement have occurred throughout the waste 
rock dump. In general, the movements are occurring radially outward from the central 
upper portion of the dump in the vicinity of 109,750N and 106,250 E Uust NW of 
Thermistor T3). Since 1981 , downward vertical movement (settlement) of the waste 
rock pile ranging from 2.0 to 3.8m has occurred. It was not possible to reconcile the 
vertical movements back to 1976. Horizontal and vertical movements, which have 
occurred from 1986 to 1999, are summarized in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 respectively with 
minimum and maximum values highlighted. 

Table 4-1 
Summary of Horizontal Movements 

Movement Monitor Horizontal Movement 1986-1999 
Magnitude Rate - cm/yr (ft/yr) 

81-1 0.70m (2.28 ft) 5.3 (0.175) 
81-2 0.80m (2.62 ft) 1.6 (0.054) 
19 1.89m (6.20 ft) max 14.5 (0.477 ft) 

20/20A 0.28m (0.93 ft) min 2.2 (0.071) 
21/21A 0.47m (1.53 ft) 3.6 (0.117) 
22/22A 1.06m (3.48 ft) 8.1 (0.267) 

68 1.04m (3.42 ft) 7.9 (0.26) 
AVERAGE 0.89m (2.92 ft) 6.2 (0.203) 
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Table 4-2 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

Summary of Vertical Movements 

Movement Monitor Vertical Movement 1986-1999 
Magnitude Rate - cm/yr (feet/yr) 

81-1 1.04m (3.42 ft) min 7.9 (0.26) 
81-2 1.05 (3.43 ft) 7.9 (0.26) 
19 1.86m (6.09 ft) 14.3 (0.47) 

20/20A 1.14m (3.73 ft) 9.1 (0.30) 
21/21 A 1.78m (5.85 ft) 13.7 (0.45) 
22/22A 2.35m (7.70 ft) max 17.9 (0.59) 

68 1.59m (5.20 ft) 12.2 (0.40) 
AVERAGE 1.54m (5.06 ft) 11.9 (0.39) 

Plots of movement data are illustrated in Figures 4-1 to 4-3 using Movement Monitor #68 
as an example. Movement vectors are generally consistent throughout the observation 
period i.e. the direction of movement is consistent (Figure 4-1 ). Current (1999) 
horizontal movement rates appear to have reduced significantly from those observed 
prior to 1986 (Figure 4-2). Over the same period, however, settlement rates have 
remained about the same, currently at a magnitude about double that of the horizontal 
movement (Figure 4-3). It therefore appears that while the horizontal movement has 
slowed down considerably or may have ceased, settlement of the waste rock is 
continuing at a more or less constant rate. 
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The ability to combine the 1999 Channel Closure Section survey results with previous 
surveys has been limited. Of the 6 channel closure sections, coordinates from previous 
(1983) surveys are only available for Sections J and K (Drawing 01 ). Of these 2 
sections, there is an inconsistency in the position of prism KK on the valley slope 
(reason unknown). Therefore, interpretation is only possible for Section J, located at the 
Hudgeon Lake outlet. From 1983 to 1999, about 2.1 m (7 ft) of channel closure occurred 
at Section J with only about 0.2m (0. 7 ft) of settlement. Although the horizontal 
movement is consistent with what was recorded at the waste rock monitors over the 
same period as the waste rock monitors, the vertical movement is significantly less, 
possibly as a result of a thinner layer of compressible foundation material at this location. 
It is also possible that the waste rock is riding up onto the valley slope as it moves 
across the valley, compensating in part, for the downward vertical settlement. Although 
the magnitudes of channel closure further downstream since 1983 cannot be quantified, 
continued erosion of waste rock material indicates continued encroachment of waste 
rock into the creek channel is occurring. This observation is supported by historical 
monitoring data that identified the largest horizontal displacements occurred at Sections 
A, B, G and F which are all farther downstream from Section J. 
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5.0 WASTE ROCK STABILITY 

5.1 Initial Waste Rock Dump Failure 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

The failure mechanism associated with the initial slide may be unique to that event i.e. 
the mechanism may be different than that associated with the subsequent movements. 
The difference could be associated with the thermal regime early in the development of 
the dump compared with the long term equilibrium (steady state) condition eventually 
reached after termination of mining activities. It is reasonable to assume that the most 
critical time period would be the first few years of development when waste rock was 
being actively placed over the valley slope and the initial disturbance to the thermal 
regime occurred. This is the time period when the rate of thaw might have been the 
fastest if ice-rich surficial soils were present. 

Evidence of slumping at the toe of the waste rock dump seen in the 1970 aerial 
photograph (Figure 2-2) was likely the first sign of the impending problem. At this time 
(1970) there was no water impounded i.e. the time before the formation of Hudgeon 
Lake. Assuming permafrost existed at shallow depths there may have been zones of 
varying strength within the waste rock and foundation soils at the time of the failure as 
follows: 

• The waste rock fill , the strength characteristics of which have been measured, 

• The upper portion of the foundation soil immediately below the toe of the waste rock 
which may have previously thawed and consolidated, thus regaining some strength, 

• The foundation material near the thaw front where shear strengths may be 
significantly reduced by increased pore water pressures associated with the slow 
drainage of thaw-water, and 

• The still frozen bedrock or foundation material, which would represent an 
impenetrable boundary. It cannot be ruled out that there is a possibility of the frozen 
layer being underlain by a weaker thawed zone. 

The resistance to sliding within the frozen foundation soil at the toe of the dump and 
along the valley slope would be expected to decrease if the drainage of water from the 
thawing permafrost affected soil is restricted. To investigate the parameters necessary 
to cause an initial foundation failure of the waste rock, the pre-failure dump geometry 
was generated from historical surveys and photographs. Two representative cross 
sections (E and K) were chosen for the slope stability back analysis that assumes the 
factor of safety (FS) at the time of fai lure was unity (Drawing 02). 

The failure surface was assumed to be within a weak layer of the weathered argillite at a 
shallow depth in the foundation soil across the valley floor. The resisting forces in the 
rock fill were excluded in the analysis by forcing the failure through the weathered 
argillite. The piezometric level withi.n the weak foundation soil is assumed to be 
coincident with the top of the original creek bank (valley floor) . Sensitivity analyses were 
then carried out to determine the influence of pore water pressures and friction angles 
for the argillite. A friction angle in the weathered argillite of 33.5 degrees (close to the 
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direct shear testing results) was then selected to determine the pore water pressures 
necessary to achieve a FS of 1.0, as illustrated in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. 
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FigureS-2 
SECTION K - Initial Failure 

Continued movements of the waste rock dump since the initial failure indicates the 
presence of a weak layer within the foundation soil. The strength of this layer may be 
dependent on a number of factors including the ice content, the type of soil and the 
relationship between the rate of thawing and dissipation of excess pore water pressures. 
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A back analysis was carried out to determine approximate operating soil strengths and 
piezometric levels necessary to satisfy a FS of 1.0. The analysis assumes a residual 
friction angle for the waste rock of 23 degrees based on direct shear testing results. 
Combinations of strengths for the foundation soils (alluvium) and argillite were used 
under varying piezometric levels to determine combinations of parameters necessary to 
satisfy a FS of unity as illustrated in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. 
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The analysis indicated that a combination of very low shear strengths and high pore
water pressures in the foundation material are required to achieve a FS of unity. It 
can therefore be concluded that unique geological conditions, in particular a very 
weak foundation layer, are responsible for continued movement of the waste rock 
pile. Almost certainly, disturbance of the thermal regime, in particular thawing of the 
permafrost resulting from filling of the upstream reservoir (Hudgeon Lake) has been 
a contributing factor. Penetration of the thaw front will likely be downward below the 
lake and laterally (downstream) into the waste rock and foundation soil. Detailed 
knowledge of the thermal changes that occurred during mining and after mine 
closure, however, are not known and these changes may be continuing i.e. 
equilibrium may not have been reached. Given the limited site specific geological 
information, there is considerable uncertainty in the absolute values or combinations 
of values calculated from the back analysis. The model however, is considered 
sufficient to comment on and assess the relative improvement available through 
remedial options for the purposes of comparing alternatives for remediation 
(stabilization) and selecting a preferred long term strategy for the same. 
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6.0 REMEDIATION ALTERNATIVES 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

Monitoring data suggests the horizontal waste rock movements are abating while vertical 
displacements (settlement) are continuing at a constant rate. Remediation alternatives 
must therefore either accommodate the movements or include measures to stabi lize the 
waste rock. Remedial strategies broadly fall into one of three categories: 

i) Remove a sufficient volume of waste rock from the valley to completely drain 
Hudgeon Lake and restore natural creek drainage, 

ii) Continue to convey water over the waste rock dump or, 

iii) Convey water around the waste rock dump. 

Each alternative is discussed in the following sections. 

6.1 Design Objective 

Stabilization measures are typically designed with an objective to achieve a factor of 
safety that reflects the level of confidence in the interpretation of site and geological 
conditions and the consequences of continued movement or a slope failure. Higher 
factors of safety are generally used if there is a high failure consequence or high 
uncertainty in parameters assumed for the analysis. In this regard, the consequences of 
any continued movements of the waste rock dump are small providing the channel 
stabilization measures can accommodate some deformation and if necessary, repairs 
could be completed. This observation is based on our interpretation of the recent survey 
data that suggests that large displacements of waste rock are not anticipated. A high 
degree of uncertainty exists however, with respect to the site and geological conditions. 

A design objective of 1.25 has been used for the conceptual design and cost estimating 
of remedial measures. This will require that additional information on soil properties, 
permafrost and piezometric levels can be obtained through more detailed site 
investigations. Without this information, a FS of 1.5 should be applied for the design of 
remedial measures. The cost of these investigations can certainly be justified given the 
significant incremental increase in capital costs associated with achieving higher factors 
of safety i.e. construction costs could conceivably double if a FS of 1.5 is desired. 

6.2 Valley Restoration - Draining Hudgeon Lake 

Of the options considered, completely draining Hudgeon Lake by removing the waste 
rock blockage is the only alternative that restores natural creek drainage through the 
Clinton Creek valley. The work would have to be completed in stages to gradually lower 
lake levels as excavation work proceeded. A sufficient volume of waste rock would have 
to be removed to provide adequate hydraulic capacity through the valley and allow for 
sloughing of thawed valley slopes below the present water surface. The remaining 
waste rock would have to be flattened or terraced for long term stability. Considerable 
excavation would be required upstream of the waste rock where sub-aqueous slopes are 
likely much flatter and where sedimentation has occurred. Excavated material could 
likely be wasted in the open pit. 
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To provide for the meandering pattern typical to the Clinton Creek channel , a minimum 
valley width of 100 m was used to estimate the waste rock excavation volumes. Based 
on existing cross sections, approximately 10,000,000 m3 of waste rock excavation would 
be required to achieve a stable geometry as shown on Drawing 05. The excavated 
material would be disposed of either in the open pit or at the east end of the waste rock 
dump. An additional 1,000,000 m3 of regrading may be necessary to achieve a stable 
waste rock geometry on the south side of the valley. The estimated capital costs to 
implement this scheme are summarized in Table 6-1. 

Description 

Mobilization & 
Demobilization 
Excavation 
Dewatering 
Reqradinq 
Subtotal 
30% Contingency 

Table 6-1 
Valley Restoration - Draining Hudgeon Lake 

Cost Estimate 

Unit Approximate Unit Price 
Quantity 

Lump Sum 1 $500,000 

Cubic Metre 10,000,000 $2 
Allowance 

Cubic Metre 1,000,000 $1 

Total Estimated Cost 

6.3 Convey Water Over Waste Rock Dump 

Amount 

$500,000 

$20,000,000 
$500,000 

$1 ,000,000 
$22,000,000 
$6,600,000 

$28,600,000 

The long term success of continuing to convey water over the waste rock dump is 
contingent on the overall stability of the waste rock dump and the stability of the channel 
i.e. its ability to resist erosion. Although the survey data suggests horizontal movement 
rates have decreased significantly, the existing stability cannot be fully quantified without 
additional surveys and investigations. For the purposes of conceptual design, it has 
therefore been assumed that stabilization of the waste rock dump is required for this 
alternative. Conveyance of water over the dump could be achieved either along the 
existing channel alignment or along an alternative alignment through the center of the 
dump. Conveyance of water in buried culverts is not considered practical given the 
anticipated settlement of the waste rock and the potential for failure and/or blockages of 
the culvert. 

6.3. 1 Channel Stabilization 

The significance of continued channel degradation on overall stability depends largely on 
the current state of equilibrium. Since this cannot be readily quantified, it is concluded 
that any option conveying water over the waste rock dump must include channel 
stabilization measures. These measures should include filling the channel to flatten the 
profile through the western (more active) portion of the waste rock dump, armouring the 
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channel bottom and flattening the sideslopes on either side of the creek channel. The 
modified channel profile is illustrated on Drawing 03. The channel stabilization works 
should be compatible with any continued horizontal and vertical movements. In this 
regard, channel stabilization using cobbles and cobble filled gabion drop structures is 
recommended. Rigid structures e.g. concrete linings should be avoided due to the risk 
of cracking and subsequent failure. 

Drop Structures 

The drop structures would be constructed from 0.5 x 0.5 x 3.0m gabion baskets placed 
empty on a geotextile, tied together with wire and machine filled with cobbles. The 
gabions are placed as steps, which provides energy dissipation between each step as 
the water travels through the structure. The weir at the top of the structure creates a 
constriction that reduces the water surface draw-down immediately upstream of the 
structure to control the channel flow velocity along that length of channel. An end sill 
prevents a floor jet during high discharges. Using as many 0.5 m steps as required 
creates the desired hydraulic drop of approximately 35 m (Drawing 04). 

As the weir and end sill are made of gabions, a part of the channel flow will pass through 
the gabions rather than over them. As a result, neither the weir nor the end sill will 
cause any significant ponding of water. In fact, during low flows, the water surface may 
be below the top of the gabions i.e. between the cobbles. Because there will be a small 
flow of water through the gabions most of the time, it is important that the gabions sit on 
a geotextile and gravel bedding layer to prevent the loss of fine grained material below 
the baskets. Some sand and gravel will be washed through the channel, in particular 
during spring runoff. The finer material will become trapped between the cobbles in the 
gabion baskets further stabilizing the structure. 

Channel Lining 

The entire channel through the waste rock dump (approximately 700 m) must be lined 
with granular material of sufficient size and gradation to resist anticipated velocities. For 
example, the permissible channel velocity for cobble lining is 2.5 m/s compared with 1.6 
m/s for unprocessed material consisting of gravel and cobble sized material. Channel 
velocities in the proposed channel can be maintained within this range by adjusting the 
number, height and locations of the drop structures and the channel width and grade. 
For conceptual design, the drop structure locations required for both options are 
summarized in Table 6-2. Final determination of the drop structure profile and channel 
lining method would be deferred until detailed design. 
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Table 6-2 
Drop Structure Profiles 

Station Drop (m) 
(m) 

Cobble Lined Channel Channel Lined With 
(Sm wide channel) Composite Material 

(7m wide channel) 
0+100 2.0 2.5 
0+200 2.0 2.5 
0+300 2.0 2.5 
0+450 3.0 3.5 
0+500 3.5 3.5 
0+550 3.5 3.5 
0+620 3.5 3.5 
0+650 3.5 3.5 
0+680 3.5 4.0 
0+710 4.0 4.0 
0+750 

Downstream Channel Hydraulic Considerations 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

Comments 

1 OOm Downstream of Outlet 

Grade Break 

Grade Break 

Downstream End 

As a result of the channel stabilization measures, the sediment transport will be reduced 
in the stabilized reach possibly resulting in downstream channel degradation. For this 
reason, the stabilization works should continue with drop structures as far as is 
practicable. Due to the amount of material that has been deposited in the Clinton Creek 
channel during decades of chronic erosion and channel degradation through the waste 
rock dump, channel instability and degradation can be expected downstream of the 
mine. The instability will be most noticeable just downstream of the Wolverine Creek 
confluence and least noticeable just upstream of the alluvial fan at the lower end of 
Clinton Creek Uust upstream of the Clinton Creek Town site). The channel crossing the 
alluvial fan will remain unstable as this is an inherent condition. The estimated cost to 
stabilize either channel alignment is $1 ,500,000, exclusive of earthworks and dewatering 
associated with channel filling. 

6.3.2 Waste Rock Pile Stabilization 

Existing Creek Channel Alignment 

Slope stability analyses were carried out to determine the necessary geometric 
modifications to the waste rock dump to achieve a minimum overall FS of 1.25. In 
general, this would be accomplished by regrading the waste rock and off-loading 
material from the upper portion of the waste rock dump to reduce the driving forces on 
the slide mass. Two unloading scenarios were evaluated; with the channel along its 
existing alignment and an alternative alignment through the middle of the dump. The 
modified channel profile illustrated on Drawing 03 was used for each case. The elevation 
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of the upper portion of the waste rock pile was incrementally lowered unti l the design 
objective was met (Drawing 06). 

Approximately 600,000 m3 of waste rock would be excavated to achieve a stable waste 
rock geometry. Approximately half of this volume (300,000 m3

) would be used to fill the 
existing channel. The remainder (300,000 m3

) would be used for regarding the mid to 
lower sections of the dump or disposed of in the open pit area. The channel would be 
stabilized as described in Section 6.3.1. Depending on the time of year when 
construction is undertaken, it may be necessary to control discharge from Hudgeon 
Lake. This could be accomplished by drawing down the lake level prior to construction 
and/or constructing a cofferdam at the outlet and allowing lake levels to rise for the 
construction period. 

Drawdown would have to be carefully controlled to minimize instabilities of the slopes 
around Hudgeon Lake. Assuming an average lake discharge of about 0.6 m3/sec (20 
cfs) during the summer and a pumping capacity of 75 m3/min (20,000 gpm), 
approximately one month would be required to draw down the lake level by 2 m. If 
pumping at this rate were discontinued after 1 month, it would take about another month 
for lake levels to recover and begin spilling at the outlet. Conversely, the lake would be 
expected to rise by about 2 m per month if a cofferdam was constructed. 

Placement of 300,000 m3 of material to in-fill the channel would take approximately 60 
days, assuming an average placement rate of 5,000 m3/day, a window that could be 
accommodated by the lake discharge control measures described above. Construction 
of channel stabilization works would proceed as soon as possible during this operation. 
Regrading on the upper portion of the waste rock dump could continue during the 
channel stabilization work. This earth moving operation however is not weather 
dependent and construction could proceed into the winter months if required. The 
estimated costs for this option are summarized in Table 6-3. 

Table 6-3 
Waste Rock Stabilization With Existing Channel Alignment - Cost Estimate 

Description Unit Approximate Unit Price Amount 
Quantity 

Mobilization & Lump Sum 1 $500,000 $500,000 
Demobilization 
Dewaterinq Allowance $500,000 
Excavation Cubic Metre 600,000 $3 $1 ,800,000 
ReQradinQ Cubic Metre 300,000 $1 $300,000 
Channel Fillinq Cubic Metre 300,000 $2 $600,000 
Channel Stabilization Allowance $1 ,500,000 
Subtotal $5,200,000 
30% Contingency $1 ,600,000 
Total Estimated Cost $6,800,000 
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Alternate Channel Alignment 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

The option of excavating an alternate creek channel over the waste rock dump was also 
evaluated. This approach would allow for construction of the new channel to proceed in 
the dry while maintaining flow in the existing channel. The alternative channel profile 
would be simi lar to the one proposed for the existing alignment (Drawing 03). A portion 
of the waste rock excavated from the new channel would be temporarily stockpi led 
adjacent to the existing channel for subsequent filling. Waste rock from the upper 
portion of the waste rock dump would be off-loaded to improve the overall stability. 
Using parameters determined from the back analysis, the modified geometry necessary 
to achieve a FS of 1.25 is illustrated on Drawing 07 for Sections E and K. 

Approximately 3,000,000 m3 of waste rock would be excavated to achieve the required 
waste rock dump geometry, including about 1,500,000 m3 for the channel excavation. 
Approximately 1,000,000 m3 of the excavated waste rock would be used to fill the 
existing creek channel. Of the remaining 2,000,000 m3

, a portion (say 500,000 m3 
) 

would be used for regrading and 1 ,500,000 m3 would be disposed of in the open pit or 
east end of the waste rock dump. Once the channel has been lined with gabion drop 
structures, the flow would be diverted to the new channel and the existing channel could 
be filled . The estimated costs for this option are summarized in Table 6-4. 

Table 6-4 
Waste Rock Stabilization With Alternate Channel Alignment - Cost Estimate 

Description Unit Approximate Unit Price Amount 
Quantity 

Mobilization & Lump Sum 1 $500,000 $500,000 
Demobilization 
Excavation* Cubic Metre 3,000,000 $2 $6,000,000 
Dewaterino Allowance $500,000 
Channel Fillina Cubic Metre 1 ,000,000 $2 $2,000,000 
Channel Stabilization Allowance $1 ,500,000 
Rearadina Cubic Metre 500,000 $1 $500,000 
Subtotal $11 ,000,000 
30% Continqency $3,300,000 
Total Estimated Cost $14,300,000 

* Includes disposal costs for portion not used for regrading 

6.4 Convey Water Around Waste Rock Dump 

The conveyance of water through a concrete lined tunnel or directionally drilled, steel or 
PVC lined tunnel constructed around the unstable waste rock dump was considered. 
This scheme would not require any stabilization of the waste rock dump other than filling 
in the existing creek channel once the tunnel has been constructed. The inlet structure 
for the tunnel should be located away from the active waste rock movement. In this 
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regard, the most practical tunnel alignment would be an inlet just upstream of the 
existing Hudgeon Lake outlet on the north side of the valley to an outlet in the Wolverine 
Creek valley (Drawing 08). The total distance for this alignment is approximately 
2,200m. Tunneling on the south side of the valley is not considered feasible given the 
unstable open pit slopes and required tunnel length. 

The full supply level (FSL) would be set at 41 Om (approximately the current lake 
elevation) and the crown of the tunnel would be placed at the same level. The proposed 
FSL will provide a live storage of 1.5 m between the overflow crest at the tunnel inlet and 
the outflow level of the current channel (over the waste rock pile) to generate sufficient 
head for the tunnel flow. The channel over the waste rock pile will function as an 
emergency spillway in the event the tunnel entrance is blocked. To allow isolation of the 
tunnel for inspection and maintenance, a low-head sluice gate would be installed at the 
inlet. Once completed, flow would be diverted into the tunnel. 

A minimum tunnel diameter of 2.3 m is required to convey the estimated 200-year flood 
(43 m3/s). The appropriate design flood however, will require verification prior to detailed 
design. The estimated costs of tunneling (based on a conventional concrete lined 
tunnel) are summarized in Table 6-5. 

Table 6-5 
Conveyance of Water Around Waste Rock Dump - Cost Estimate 

Description Unit Approximate Unit Price Amount 
Quantity 

Mobilization & Lump Sum 1 $500,000 $500,000 
Demobilization 
Tunnelinq Metre 2,200 $5,500 $12,100,000 

Inlet and Outlet Structures Allowance $2,000,000 
Channel Improvements Allowance $500,000 
(Wolverine Creek) 
Regrade Clinton Creek Allowance $500,000 
Channel 
Subtotal $15,600,000 
30% Continqencv $4,700,000 
Total Estimated Cost $20,300,000 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

UMA Engineering Ltd 

A review of the performance of the Clinton Creek waste rock dump, including previous 
geotechnical investigations and survey information collected since 1976 has been 
completed. The rate of horizontal waste rock movements appears to have significantly 
reduced although minor movements may be continuing. Vertical movements associated 
with settlement of the waste rock dump appear to be continuing at a constant rate. 
Additional monitoring of the waste rock dump is required to verify the interpretations 
made from 1999 survey data. 

Stability analysis indicates a weak foundation material is contributing to the continued 
horizontal displacements following the initial failure of the waste rock dump. The loss of 
strength may be related to a number of geological conditions unique to the site including 
ice content, soil type and the relationship between the rate of thawing and dissipation of 
excess pore-water pressures. It is likely that disturbance to the thermal regime, in 
particular thawing of permafrost beneath the dump, has resulted from filling of the 
upstream reservoir (Hudgeon Lake). Insufficient information is available to further 
quantify parameters necessary to accurately model the existing waste rock stability. In 
this regard, a detailed geotechnical investigation will be required for the final design of 
remedial measures. 

Based on our current understanding of the problem, several remediation alternatives 
were considered to mitigate the existing hazards associated with a breach of the waste 
rock blockage. Remedial strategies broadly fall into one of three categories: 

i) Remove a sufficient volume of waste rock from the valley to completely drain 
Hudgeon Lake and restore natural creek drainage. 

ii) Continue to convey water over the waste rock dump. 

iii) Convey water around the waste rock dump via a tunnel. 

Significant capital costs are associated with these options, ranging from $ 7,000,000 to 
stabilize the waste rock dump and existing creek channel alignment to $30,000,000 to 
remove a sufficient amount of the dump to restore natural creek drainage. It must be 
recognized that these options have been evaluated in concept only. Should the 
implementation of remedial measures be considered, the work completed to date and 
available information is only considered sufficient to select a preferred alternative. Upon 
the selection of the remedial repair alternative, a feasibility study including detailed field 
investigations is recommended to examine the technical feasibility of the preferred 
option and refine construction cost estimates. The level of detailed field investigations 
required will depend on the selected alternative. 

Additional performance monitoring of the waste rock dump should be undertaken in 
2001 to provide data needed to confirm the current waste rock movement trends. If 
continued monitoring confirms that movement rates are sufficiently small or if 
movements have terminated, the need to stabilize the waste rock dump should be re
evaluated. If based on additional surveys, it can be concluded that stabilizing the waste 
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rock dump is not required, it may be possible to reduce the scale of the construction 
project to stabilize only the creek channel over the waste rock dump. Including a 30 
percent contingency, the cost of stabilizing the channel alone is estimated to be in the 
range of $4,000,000. 

The evidence of accelerated deterioration of the Hudgeon Lake outlet confirms that the 
likelihood of a breach is increasing. If it is determined that a risk management strategy 
is not sufficient to address the hazards associated with a breach scenario, then the 
implementation of remedial measures should proceed as soon as possible. 
Consideration could be given to armouring a short section of the Clinton Creek channel 
immediately downstream of the lake outlet until long term remedial repairs are 
implemented. It may be possible to incorporate such short term measures in the overall 
repair strategy. 

Several recommendations have been made in this report with respect to additional work 
beyond what has already been implemented as part of an overall risk management 
strategy. In summary, these steps are: 

• Monitoring of waste rock movements in 2001 and perhaps beyond. 
• Development of a plan for the short term remedial measures at the Hudgeon 

Lake outlet. 
• Selection of a preferred long term remedial repair alternative. 
• Completion of a detailed field investigations required for the selected repair 

strategy. 
• Preparation of a Function Design Report. 
• Completion of Detailed Design and the Preparation of Construction Drawings and 

Specifications. 

Should you have any questions or require any additional information, please contact the 
undersigned. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
UMA Engineering 

Ken Skaftfeld, P.E g. · 
Senior Geotechnical Engineer, 
Earth and Environmental 
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SOIL PROFILE 

'5 _, • A. Ill • 1111 ... ,. 
II A. 0 

ELEV. f :::» ,. 0 
DESCRIPTION z ... II. 

DEPTH I ' Ill 1111 ; ~ 
_, _, 
A. .. 

II: • • 0 ... c ~ 
_, ., ., • 

0.0' 

WASTE ROCK 
- or9illife - drt.; to damp 
- <;;r~y 

80.0' € nd of I-lo le 
(hole collo,osed at 80fl:) 

. 

. 

., _, 
c 
~ 
z 
0 
j: 

~ 
~ 
Ill 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER 

OAT UM 

I ' 

WATER CONTENT PERCENT 
Wp w W1. 

I 0 I 

I 

I 

I 
i 

I I ! 

I I ! 
' i 
! 

I 

I I I 

' ' I : ' I I 

I I 

I 
: I i I 

I 

' 
I 

' j 
! I 

i 
i : 

l I 

I 
! 

I I 
! 

I l I 
! 

I l i 
I I I 

I 
. 

I I . 
I 

I I 
I 

I I . ! . . 
I I I 

I i I 
i I I 
' I i 
I : 
i I 
I I I 

I 
I I 

I I 

I 

I 

VERTICAL SCALE 
I inch to Zo feet Golder Associates 

r PIEZOMETER 
OR 

I STANDPIPE 
INSTALLATION 

ADDITIONAL 

LAB. TESTING 

DRAWN R.O. 
CHECKED £J2L 



RECORD OF SORE HOLE <; (r-4) 

LOCATION (Stt Fi9urt 2. ) BORING DATE A,ori/ 10, 1978 

BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER ~in. 

SAM PL.ER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE I PIEZOMETER 
OR 

6 Ill 
..t • ..I STANDPIPE ... Ill c 

• t ... x INSTALLATION ,)> a 0 . . 
ELEV. f :::» )o 0 

DESCRIPTION • ... .. z 
DEPTH ! ' 

0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL 
Ill Ill 

I 
t: Wp w W1. 5 ..t ..t , LAB. TESTING ... ... I 0 I 

k lll a 0 !I ... c c ... • Ill 
It • It ' I 

0.0' I I I 
I 

WASTE ROCK I i 

- Or<;;i//ite - dark 9ret; 
I j 

I I I 

- dr(d - some as/:Jesfos I I I I 

fibre 

I 
' 

' ' , . I 
' ' I i 
' zs.o· I ! 

,. 
I ' 

WASTE ROCK 
' ! 1•11 

- Ort;Jif /ife 
I ' I • 

- dark 9rey i I•• 
i 

- cfa,mp I I• 
' I : 
I Ht 
I 
! I l•t 

50.0' ' 
WASTE ROCK i 

I 
I I• t 

- arqillile - wet 
! I Therm/stor 

I 
I 

- free water ruhnin9 I i ·•cab/!! Installer:. 

I 
\ 

f o (JO '(9 r..tn if~ inft:> hole of- so.o' ! 

ast:;;;es tos Fi/:Jn!'~ 
I ot 5 '/nfervals.,, - 50~ I 

i ! 

- possible origino I grovnd 

I i I Borehole colbp 

surface ot approx. Bo: ' ' l secf du·inq in5fq/, i 
I I 

ofion prt::ventlnr; I i ; i 

az.o· End of Hole ' coole Prom ,-eoci I I : I 

! l 1n9 ruff deprh 

I 
; in /:>ore hole 

i 
I 
' 

I ! 

! 
i ' I i 
~ l 

I 
i I I 

I i 
I I I 

I I 

I 
I 

l 
VERTICAL SCALE 
I inch to zo tut Golder Associates DRAWN IU?. 

CHECKED ~e>P 



RECORD OF BOREHOLE 7 (P-4) 

LOCATION (S• Fi9ure z ) BORING DATE Aoril 10, 1978 
BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER ~in. 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE PIEZOMETER 

~ 
OR 

1111 
STANO PIPE ... • ... .. Ill c 

• f ... ~ INSTAU.ATION ,. • 0 I 

ELEV. i ::> 
,. 0 

DESCRIPTION • ... II. z 
DEPTH ! ' 

0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT AOOITIONAL 
Ill lllf ; 

j::: w, w WL LAB. TESTING ..I ... , .. .. I 0 I • 
= 

a 0 ~ ... c ... 
1304.t.: • Ill .. .. .. I I 

' I I 
I ! 
1 · i 
I l • i 

I I : 

WA5TE ROCK I i 
I I 

-orgil!ife I 
j 

I ' 
-dry I 

I 
j I I 

-dark 
I ! 

qrey 

I 
i 

- chmp af 4t) I 

' i 
I I 

I I 

I ! 
I I 

I ' : 
I 

' I i 
1~4U.' . I 

Aezometer 
fo3.0' End of Hole ef. IZ4?.17 1 

: 

I 
I I 
I I 
i i 

I ' I I 

I : I .. 
! ! I 

' I 

I i 
i ! 
I 

i I ' 

! I i 

I 

I I 
i 

I 
i I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

VERTICAL SCALE Golder Associates OR AWN ~ 
I inch to eo feet CHECKED ~ 



I 
I 
' 

RECORD OF BOREHOLE 8 (P-5) 

LOCATION CS• Fi9un 2 ) 

BOREHOLE TYPE 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. 

SOIL PROFILE 

ELEV. 
DESCRIPTION 

DEPT.H 

IZ?t.S' 
o.o· 

WASTE l?OCK 
- an;;illife 
- Ory 
- dork 9rey 

124t.5' 
30.0' 

AJ<GI LL.. I/£ - dark 9rey 
-damp. 

At<&ILLI/£ 
bedroc~-weafhered 

12026 
"79.o' £nd Hole_ 

VERTICAL SCAL..E 
I inetl to ~o feet 

BORING DATE April I0, 1978 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER ~in. 

DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

PIEZOMETER 

1~ 
OR 

Ill 

• _, 
STANDPIPE 

Ill c 
• i ... ~ INSTAU.ATION )a • 0 . . I 

f :I 
,.. 0 

• ... I&. z 
i ' 

0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL 
Ill Ill 

I 
c: w,, w WL 

= 
_, _, 

~ LAB. TESTING .. .. I 0 I 
IC • • 0 ~ ... c c _, .. " " • la! 

' I 

I i 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

i I 

i I 

' I I ' 
! 
I i 
I 

! I 
I 

I i 
' 

I ; I 

I 
I 

I I 
; 

! I 
I I 

I i 
I I I 
I 
I 

I 
: 

I 
' I 
I 

; 
I I 

' I I i Piezomett!r I j 
I I el. 12oz.. 7f#' I ! 

! 

I I ! ' i 
I I I 
I I 
I i 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I I 

I 

i 

Golder Associates 
DRAWN R.O. 
CHECKED £12£ 



I 
I 

~I 
~I 
'J 

~ 
0 z 

RECORD OF BOREHOLE 9 (P-3) 

LOCATION (S• Fi9ure 2.. ) BORING DATE April II, 1979 
BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER CD in. 
SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE PIEZOMETER 

6 
OR 

llol 
.J • "' STANDPIPE .. "" 

c 
• i ... ~ INSTALLATION ,. 
I 0 I . 

ELEV. f ,. 0 
DESCRIPTION • ... ... z 

DEPTH a ' 
0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL • "" ... ; 
j:: Wp w WL LAB. TESTING 

= 
_, _, 

i .. .. I 0 I 
II: a • 0 ~ ... c c _, 

'"''·.t..3' WI .. " • Ill 
I 

I 
I I 

I 1 I 
i I 

I I 
' I WASTE ROCK I 

.- on;;il/ite I i 

I I 
- dry fo damp ! I 

I I 
- dork . 

i qrey 
I - moist at 45.0' 

I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 

l ! 
I I 

I' 
I 
I 

/301.3 
. j Plezomt!!f~ 

(/;b.O' End of Hole I el. 1314. 19 1 

I 

I· I 
I I 

I I 
I 

' 
I 

! I I I I l I 
! 

I 

' ; 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

VERTICAL. SCALE Golder Associates DRAWN R.t>, 

I inch to eo feet CHECKED £8F 



I 
.st ... , 
~' .... .1 :; 
0 z 

RECORD OF BOREHOLE 10 (P-2) 

LOCATION (See Fi9ure .2. ) BORING DATE April II 1 /978 
BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER t'1in. 
SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE I PIEZOMETER 
OR 

~ Ill .,, Ir 
.,, 

STANDPIPE c ... 1111 ... ~ • I ' INSTAU..ATION )oo a 0 I I ' El.EV. f :a > 0 
DESCRIPTION z .. -. z 

DEPTH ~ 0 ·WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADOITIONA·L ' t: • 1111 Ill ; Wp w WL LAB. TESTING 5 
.,, ... i .. .. I 0 I s ll • 0 ~ 

t3Gl8.o' ... c c .,, 
1111 Ill fl ... • 

0.0' 

WASTE l?OCI< I ! 
i 

- orqillife I 
I 

- dry to d::Jmp I I I i 

I - dark grey I I 

I I 

l I I 
I I 
I i 
I I 

1'33o.0
1 I P/ezomefe1 I 

42.o' End of Hole ! ' el. 1.:329.4~ 
I I 

i I ' 
I I i I 

I ! I I 
I I I 

I 

i I I 

! 

' I I i I 

i I 
I 

i 
I 
I 

I I ' 
I I I 

I i I ! 

I 
I 

j I 
i 

I i 
' I 
i I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
VERTICAL. SCAL.E Golder Associates DRAWN ~o 

I ineh to ZO feet CHECKED Eif 



RECORD OF SORE HOLE II (P-1) 

LOCATION (S• Fiourt 2. ) BORING DATE April 1/,1978 
BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER &in. 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE I PIEZOMETER ....... 
9 I un Ill 

Ir .J STANDPIPE .. Ill c 
• i .. ~ INSTALLATION ,. 
ll 0 I 

El.EV. l ::. ,. 0 
DESCRIPTION • .. ... z 

DEPTH I 0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL ' j:: Ill Ill ; Wp w w" LAB. TESTING 

= 
_, ·-' t .. .. I 0 I . Ir • I 0 ~ .. c c .J 

/':II., :t. o' ft " ft • Ill 
I 

o.o· 
I WASTE ROCK. 

- on;illife I I 
I I 

I 
- dry fo damp ! . ' 
-dark gre!:J I 

I 

I 
I i Piezome.f.er i 

I ~ I el. t!JZ.t .9.:/ 

i l 
I ! I 

n4S.o' i 
! I 

i 
380' £nd of Hole 

I 
i ! 

I 

i 
I 

I 

I I 

I : I I I 
! I 

I I I 
I 

I 
i I 
i 
I 

! 

I ' ' 
i 

I I I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I ' 
I I ! 

I I I ' 
I 

I I 
I 

i 

I I -

I I 

I I 

i 
VERTICAL SCALE Golder Associates DRAWN -15.:.B. 
I inch to "lo feet CHECKED -



RECORD OF BOREHOLE IZ (1-5) 

LOCATION (Ste Fiturt {, ) BORING DATE MalJ 9, 1978 

BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER rt, in. 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE PIEZOMETER 

~ 
OR ., 

... • .... STANDPIPE .. Ill c 
• I ... ~ INSTAU.ATION ,. • 0 I I I I 

ELEV. I :t 
,. 0 

DESCRIPTION • ... ... z 
DEPTH ' 

0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL 
Ill ... ; 

;: w, w WL LAB. TESTING 5 .... .... 1 .. .. I 0 I 
IC • • 0 ~ 

19452
1 Su,-foce of 10i//no Pile ... c = .... /{) 20 ~o 40 

ft .. • Ill 
l 

ao' I 
I I 

I I 

I Toils i 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

; i I 

! 
I I 

/9//. 7. 
I I i 

I I 

• 3J.-S' Compact, t i9ht brown, ...L 0: i 

sub- rounded, fine fo m«i. ! i 

~ I ' i 
Gf?AVIEL wifh cloiJ, Silf ' I I 

Therm/sf or 
and sand - l'luviol !acf.6frir¥ I i 

' 
I 

I 
10ca/:J/e instotfe, fraces of ff<:Pnics of ! 

1891.Z boftom ir?i/5 I I I .to 54 .ft j i 
54.0' End of Hole ! ' I (9onds at 

I 5' i'nterw!s) 

I ' 

I 
' 

I 

' 
i 

I 

I ! I 
' I I I I ' 

I I i 

I ' I I 
; 
I 
I I 

' 
I 

I I 

I 
I 

I 
i 

I 

I • 

l 

I 

VERTICAL SCALE Golder Associates DRAWN R.o. 
I inch to ZD feet CHECKED £~;:' 



I 
,sl .... 
::11 

~ , 
0 
z 

u 
"' e 
:i.. 

RECORD OF BOREHOLE 13 (r-~) 

LOCATION CS• Fi9ur• /, ) 

BOREHOLE TYPE 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. 

SOIL PROFILE 

ELEV. 
DESCRIPTION 

DEPTH 

1980.tl>' 6rovncl 5 ,face in - . ruf 
0.0' 

Frozen, /fghl- brown 
:;,ub-rounded fine. fo 
med. GRAVt.L wifh 
c..l°J/i sill- ~ .sand 
fl ial lacustrine!? 

'"""'·I... 
4o.o' End of- Hole 

.. 

VERTICAL SCALE 
I ineh to co feet 

BORING DATE May 9., !978 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER ~ ;,.,, 

DROP 30 IN. OAT UM 

I 
~ Ill 

""' • "" IL Ill c 
= i .. ~ . ,. 
I 0 I . I 

f 
,. 0 • .. ... z 

I 0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ' t:: • Ill Ill Wp w WL 
~ "" "" I j .. .. I 0 I • • • 0 ~ .. c c -' Ill 10 20 !J.O 4-0 
"' • " • I 

I 
µ_ ·! 

I 

I I 

tr 
I 
i 

! le I 

i ! 
i I 

I 3 I e 
I 
i I 

~ I e1 I 
I 

I I 
I ' 

l ! 

I 
I 
i 
I I 

I ! 

I i . 
l 

I 

I 
! 

I I 
I I I 

I 
I 
I 

I I i 
I 

i I 

I 

I I 

I 

! l 
I 

I 

I I I i 
I 

I ' I 
' 
' I I I 

Golder Associates 

P!EZOMETER 
OR 

STANDPIPE 

INSTAU.ATION 

ADDITIONAL 

LAB. TESTING 

u 

I di 

11• 

11 • 

It 

~ 

11~ 

,i. Therm1sfor 
ca/:?le install 
f" 40 ff. 
(9<.m//-5 at 
5' /nterval~ 

DRAWN _..f!!!._ 
CHECKED .£&2E.. 



I 
I 

~· .I .. 
:1 
•I 

rS 
r 

., 
II 
;-
= I. 

RECORD OF BOREHOLE 14 (T-7) 

LOCATION (Stt Fiturt " ) 
BOREHOLE TYPE 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB • 

SOIL PROFILE 

ELEV. 
DESCRIPTION DEPTH 

. 
1741.0 Svrloce of 70ilino Pile 

o.o· 

Toils 

1~9<.P.o' 
45.0' 

-f:"rozen - ict> crystal~ 
- light brown 
- svb-rounded 
- fine fD med GRAVEL wifh 
cloy, silt I" sol1d. 

- Flvvia! - I ac1.1sf rint!' 
/f,f>7.o' 
7-4.0' End of Hole 

VERTICAL SCALE 
I inch to ~ fut 

BORING DATE Ma{,' /(), 1978 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER 6'in. 
DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

J § Ill 

• _, .. .., c 
" x • I I I ,. a .. 

l :::. ,. 0 
z .. IA. z 

i 0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ' j;: Ill Ill 

I Wp w WL ti 
_, _, j .. .. 0 I 

II: • :I 0 ~ 
I .. c i 

_, 
Ill 1:: .. ., .J .• ?>I!' 

" lit • I 

I 
j 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i 
. I i 

I 
I i 
I I 

I I 
I 

j 
. 
I 

' I ' . i 
I 

j 
! i 
! ' I 
I I i ' 

~ " i I 
~ I l I 

' 
I 

! I I 

j ! : 7 .....__ I 

I ! 
I 

I I . 
I 

I i 
! I 
I I 

I I 

I I I i ! 
! ' 

I ! I 
I 

I 

i 
I 

I 
I 

Golder Associates 

PIEZOMETER 
OR 

STANDPIPE 
iNSTAU.ATION 

ADDITIONAL 

LAB. TESTING 

~ 

• 

' 
lo 
• 
~ 

~ Ther.m/sfor 

10
cable in.sfol/e::t 
fo 74fi: 
(9 units df 
5 '/nferl/Ols) 



RECORD OF SORE HOLE 15 (~l-8) 

LOCATION CS" Fi9ure /, ) BORING DATE Ma11 II 1 1978 
BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER ~/11. 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE I 
I 

PIEZOMETER 

... I 
OR 

~ Ill _, • _, 
STANDPIPE .. Ill c 

; Ill ~ I INSTALLATION ,. .. 0 I 

ELEV. f :I 
,. 0 

DESCRIPTION a ... .... z 
DEPTH ! ' 

0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL 
Ill Ill ; t:: Wp w WL LAB. TESTING 
_, _, , .. .. I 0 I • :a • 0 ~ 

/(,07.?' l~11XJnd Surface In Road Cvt ... c c _, 
10 zo !Jf' 4p .. .. .. • Ill 

o.o' -Fro~n - li9hr t>rown - 5ut:l ,,,utdl I 
I 

//,.()"1 - lil"le to med. GflAVEI.. wilh clov I 
~ I ~ ~i/t ( sand - flwio/ locl.15 rnn~s , '/ G> l - i 

I 
I 

-!=roz.en - Ploc:J:: i 

-AR61ll!TE weafhered ! 
! bed roe.I<. - I ..L G> 

! I 
i ~ 
I 

I . I 

' 
; 

I ! 
1-s~1.e l 

I ' 
40.0' enct of HOie 

f I 

I 
: i 

I 

I I i i I 
j ' j 

; ~ 

l I 

; 

l 
I 
I 

' 
! 

' i 
i I 

I I 
l I 

I I I 
I I I I I I 1 

I I i 
I 
I 

I I I 

I 

I I 

I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
VERTICAL SCALE Golder Associates 

DRAWN _!Hz_ 
I inch to Zo feet CHECKED £/!>;:::" 



RECORD OF BOREHOLE It, (r-B) 

LOCATION (Set Fiturt (, ) BORING DATE Mol.J IZ, 1978 
BOREHOLE TYPE 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LI. DROP 30 IN. 

SOIL PROFILE I 
6 ... I "' • L Ill • i ,. • 0 

ELEV. l :::> ,. 0 
DESCRIPTION • ... II. 

DEPTH I ' Ill Ill 

I i: "' "' c .. L • • ll 0 

Surftice of 'Jbi/lno /:1/e ... c c "' lt.Z3.8 .. 1111 .. • o.o· 

Ta//:J 

15'10.B 
'13.0' - liqhf brown - SCJb-n::iund!!d n:: - fine fo med. GA"AV£L... with 

clat:1 si/f i SClna 
-/luvial lacr.1s f rine 

15'~.B 

8J.O' End of flole 

.. 
"' c 
K 
x 
0 
~ 
i 
~ 
161 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER G>in. 
DATUM 

I 

WATER CONTENT PERCENT 
w,, 

I 

10 

0 

20 

I 

! 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 
I 

I 
j 

' i 

I 
i 
I 

I 
' I 

: 
I 

I 
! 

! 
' 
I 
; 
i 
I 
I 

i 
I 
I 
i 

w 
0 

W1, 
I 

~ 40 
I 

! I 
I i 

' I 
' i ' 
i 

' 
i 
I 

I 
i 

I 
: : 

I 

! 

i 
: 

! 
i 

i ' 
I I 

' ; 

I 
I 

i 
I : 

! I i 

! ' 
' 

; ! ' 
' 

I I I 
I ! 

I . 

I 

VERTICAL SCALE 
I inch to ZO feet Golder Associates 

PIEZOMETER 
OR 

STANDPIPE 
INSTAU.ATION 

ADDITIONAL 

LAB. TESTING 

Ill 

,. 
t 

t 

~ 

~ 

~-h . T. 1 erm1s or 
t:able Ins fa/lee. 
to 83.0 ff. 
(9und5 at 
S' inf~rvols) 

DRAWN ~·..&E_ 

CHECKED _&fZf 



RECORD OF BOREHOLE 17 ( as.-2) 

LOCATION (Sft Figure (.p ) 

80REHOLE TYPE 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. 

ELEV. 
DEPTH 

o.o· 
!l·O 
s.o 
7,()' 

/"j.0' 
'ZJ.O' 

57.0' 

SO IL PROFILE 

DESCRIPTION 

. 

lfii!';Pl~n .,qor ... c IH"OWn orpontt: 
/:roll.•,. ,..,,._,_ ,.._,.AO .. Qll'£T 

;'rozrn, li.!Jnl brown, 
M>rwnda:/, f'ine f'-o f'f'tt!d. GRAVEL 
wifh clau s iff. i Santi {flwial L.ac1.16f ri111. 
AH61LLliE 
-ronl, dr<:J t.mweaf hert!!r:I 

/{Al,.. 

ARGILLJre 8/EOROCK 
sot f, wer:::tfhtf'ret::J', frozen 

Al?61LLIT£ BeOROCK 
unweofhered, frozen 

End of Hole 

ti 
"' • .. Ill • r ... ,.. a 0 

f =» ,.. 0 • ... It. 

I ... 
Ill . Ill 

I 5 "' "' .. .. 
• a • 0 ... c c "' ., ., 

" • 

-

t;;../: 

-?-

Ill 

"' c 
~ 
z 
0 
;: 
~ 
~ 
Ill 

BORING DATE MCKJ IG I 1978 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER 

DATUM 

14 in. 

PIEZOMETER 
OR 

STANDPIPE 

i------~--~ ........ __ __.. __ ---4 INSTAU..ATION 

WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL. 
Wp W WL LAB. TESTING 
' 0 ' 

I 
I 

! 
I 
i 
i 

VERTICAL SCALE 
I inch to zo feet Golder Associates CRAWN _ff:.12_ 

CHECKED ..E.ez.E 



RECORD OF SORE HOLE 18 (o.s-5) 

LOCATION (S• Fiourt (, ) BORING DATE May 17, 1'7 78 

BOREHOLE TYPE SORE HOLE DIAMETER (,,in. 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

SOIL PROFILE 

I 
PIEZOMETER 

~ I OR 
Ill 

.J • "" STANDPIPE 

.. Ill c ,. . ~ ... ~ INSTALLATION 0 I I . 
ELEV. l ~ ,. 0 

DESCRIPTION ... IL z 
DEPTH I • 0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL ' t: ct ... Ill Wp w WL LAB. TESTING 

= 
"" "" I ~ .. .. I 0 I a: 8 8 0 ~ ... c c .J 

Iii .,, .,, .. • 
0.0' ;::-rozen, dork brtJwn, or{;t1111c 

silfy. SANO. 

8.o' /:ro-zen, li9hf orown, 
! sub·rr:;und«t, fine fo mt!'d. GA'A~ 

with c~y. sllf i .:;arxf :/: 
j 

(llvvio/ IOCt.15frian} I 
I 

19.0 I 

I Afr61lUTe I frozen, weofhere:::I Oce lens I I 
aoprox. 3in. fhick r~cowr«f ! I 

wilh sample) 
:t: 

I I 
I ! 

I ' 
~7. O' : 

I 
' I ARG!LLITE 0: ' I I 

- frozen, becoming harder I 
wifh depth, unweafhered I : 

I - ! ...± I 

I I 
I 

(d).o' Encl of flo/e I 

I I I 

I 
i 
I 
I 
I 

I 
j 

' i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

VERTICAL SCALE Golder Associates OR AWN lf':t?. 

I inch to r1 feet CHECKED £if 



RECORD OF BOREHOLE 19(1/·S· {,) 

LOCATION <S• Fitur• ~) BORING DATE Moy Id, 1979 

BOREHOLE TYPE BOREHOLE DIAMETER ft, /11. 

SAMPLER HAMMER WEIGHT 140 LB. DROP 30 IN. DATUM 

I SOIL PROFILE PIEZOMETER 

5 
OR 

IU _, • _, 
STANO PIPE .. Ill c 

• r ... x INSTAU.ATION ,. a 0 
ELEV. f :it 

,. 0 
DESCRIPTION • ... ... z 

DEPTH I ' 
0 WATER CONTENT PERCENT ADDITIONAL 

Ill .. ; J: w,, w WL LAB. TESTING i: 
_, 

"' t c .. .. I 0 I • ll ll 0 ~ ... c 

= 
_, 

" " • Ill 
I 

0.f)' Frczm, /ighf broWJn ! 
I 

sutrroundi!d lint!' 'h met:Jit.m GRA
1
Vf ! 

wiln ""'" ~ilt t flll'J..vf (ol/1NVtl i 
1.0· rro~•n .:51 If" . i . 

wifh ICf,lt!l"J of 'ibrcU5 Pt!l:Jf I 

I i 
/Frozen, t1'9hr orcwn t- I• 

I 
I 

17.o' :J<JP·rounde:f, fintt> lo mtlfld,f.m GR4VEl. I 

with dou. slll onr:I St::Jl'T(f(fl,mol /cwsftin - I I zo.o . i 
1,R61Ll.ITE ; ! I rozen 1 weofhera::I 

... ?. ! I ' 
3Z.O . ; 

~ ! 

A/?6!L.L17E I 

- l'ro:z.en ~omin:;; harder 
. : 
' 
I : 

wifh depth, unweofhered ' ! I 
I I 
I ; ! 

I 
i 

; I 
; I 

'10.0· end of Hole I I ! 
I : I 
; 

I 
. 
I : 

! 
I 

I 

i I 

i I 

I 
I ' I 

' I ' 
I 
I 

t I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I I 
I 

I I 
i 

VERTICAL SCALE Golder Associates DRAWN l/.Q 

I inch to zo feet CHECKED £8/: 
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!:\earth & water\projects\4440 diand\4440-038-02 clinton creek\reportslconceptual design.doc 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-OO 

Interpolated values 

Waste Dump Stability- Monitoring Point #19 

--~~-~!~'.'?.~.i.!:'.~ . .1.. .. ~?.~!:!!~~---.l.. ..... ~~~~!~~-···..l.~!~~~-~!?.~1... ............... !.!~~-·-·············..1. .............. ~?.~!'.17?.!:'.~~-~-~?.~~~-~~! ............... 1... ............. .Y.!~!~~-' .. ~.~-~!:1.~~!:'.~ ................ . 
Date Total Incremental total incremental rate total incremental rate 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::J!.~~ff ::::::: :::::::::t~~~!L:::::: ::::::1r~~ff :::: ::J~~Y.~L:: ::::J~:~Y.~r::::: ::::::1r~~ff:::: ::::Jt.~~ff :::::: Jr~~Y.Y.~~rL ::::::1r~~ff :::: ::::Jt.~~ff :::::: ::t~~~VY.~:~fr>.: 
···24:·N"ail~76 ... ··1·1·<»:480:00·· ···1·01:a0:3'.'92··· ····················· ········«»········ ···········0··········· ··········O"········ ···········O"·········· ············0············ ····················· ························ ......................... . 
···25·~Ja:n~?r ·Tfo;480:44·· ···T01:aMA4 .. ..................... ······E32:0······ ········52:«5" ....... ·······0:e:f···· ········iie3······· ·······3:723········ ·······a:M····· ········0:M······· ········c;:24········ 
···24~F=-0t»~1i·· ··1·fo;4ao:·68. ··'.foi;aM:52·· ..................... ······92"."Cf ..... ········30·:0 .. ······ ·······0:95 .. ···· ········0·:25······· ·······3:078 .................................................... ························· 
···2a~Mar~?r· "ffo;48o..-i30· ···1"01:a04·:04·· ..................... ·····:ffa:·0····· ········27".·0"······· ·······f·fr ............. o:M······· ....... 4:1320········ ····················· ........................ ·························· 

:Jq~:~~Y.:?.t.::: jj§~~f:q~f :::I§?.;~:q§:.:§'.L ::::::::::::::::::::: :::j§.?.§:::: ::::::::i~:.:g:::::::: :::::::~Ar::: ::::::::9:.:?.L:::: ::::::I±~{:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
... ?1.:.M~.Y.:Z?. ..... 1.1.9 ... 1~~.:.Q~.. . .. ~.QZ:~Q?. ... ?.i.. ..................... . .... ~.~~:.Q ..... ......... ~.1:.Q ............... ~.:§.1...... .. ..... .Q:.?.9........ . ...... ?.:?.~.1........ ..................... . ................................................ . 

19-Jul-77 110,481.48 107,805.56 237.0 56.0 2.16 0.53 3.442 
···fa:·N"oil~ii .. ··f fo","482:·60 .. ···1"01:a0i:25·· ..................... ·····359·:0" .... ·······1"22·:0······· ·······4:-1"a······ ········2"."03········ ·······5:066"······· ····················· ........................ ·························· 
···20~Ja:ii:·78··· ··1·fo;48i·1'2·· ... fo?;a07".fo .. ····················· ..... 422·:0"···· ········5a:·0········ ·······4:70······ ········0:50········ ·······3:343········ ····················· ························ ·························· 
::::?.9.:~~~~?.L jI9A~?.;~~: :J§t.;~Q~:.:?.?:: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~I?:§:::: ::::::::~!?§::::::: :::::I§§:::::: ::::::::g;:~9:::::::: ::::::I~:?.?:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: .::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
... ??.:.M~.Y.:?.~.. ..1.1.9 ... 1~?:.?.1 .. . J.Q?.:~Q~ ... ?.?... ..................... . .... ~1.~:.Q ............. 9.~:.Q ........ ....... ?.:~?...... . ...... .Q:.?.~........ . ...... g:?..~?......... ..................... . ................................................ . 

6-Jun-78 110,483.48 107,808.44 559.0 11.0 5.66 0.18 5.936 
····27~Ju"l~iif .... 1.fo"..48a:·aa .. ···fo1;a0a-.·a2 ....................... ·····efo·:O"···· ········51·:·0···· .. ·· ·······6:20······ ········0:55········ ·······3:9~fa········ ····················· ························ ·························· 
:::??.~~:~~:?.?.::: ::D§A~f ~I .::i:Qf;?.Q~A?:: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~§.?.§:::: ::::::::§.?.§::::::: :::::I§?.:::::: ::::::§:H::::::: ::::::I?:q~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: .::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

19-0ct-78 110,484.31 107,809.22 694.0 27.0 6. 78 0.25 3.380 ··· .. 1·:·F=eti~79 ........ ffo:4a4:i5 ···fo1;a09·:55·· .......................... 799·:0"···· ·······fo5·:0"······ ·······7:a9 .. ···· ........ 0:·62········ ....... 2:fa9······· ...................................................................... . 

::::?.?:~P.Etg::: ::::n:QA?.i;~:?. :J§t.;~Q~;:~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::?.?.~:.:g::::: ::::::::~§§::::::: :::::I?.?.:::::: ::::::::§;:?.~:::::::: :::::::If~L::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
... ~.?.:.M~.Y.:Z~ ....... 1.1.Q?i~?.:?..?. .... 1.Q?.:~.~.9:.Q~ ....................... ..... ~Q~:.Q ..... ........ g1:.Q ............... ~:g?. ............. .Q:.?.9 ............... Q:~?.?. .............................................................................. . 

18-Jun-79 110,485.61 107,810.20 936.0 33.0 8.37 0.13 1.399 

:::::E~~~E?.~:::. :J:I§;±?.§;~{$. :::I§t..:~:i§:?.§:: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~§:§:::: ::::::::i(§:::::::: :::::I~?.:::::: ::::::::§;:?.?:::::::: ::::::::r~:rn:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
. ...Z:§!?.P.::?.~ ...... J1.Q?i~?.:~.~ .. .1.Q?..&~.9:.?..L ..................... . ... 1.9.1.?.:9 ........... .9-?.:.Q ............... ?.:§.?....... . ...... .Q::?.~........ . ...... :?.:~.~?......... ..................... . ................................................ . 

1 O-Nov-79 110,486.00 107,810. 78 1081.0 64.0 9.06 0.41 2.345 

::::+AP.f.:~2::::: ::::n:Q;i?.~;~?. ::::E~t.;?.If:?.~:: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::5??.t.;§:::: :::::54.~§:::::: :::::::~;~~:::::: ::::::§~?:::::::: ::::::I9:~9:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
... ~1.:.M~Y.:~9 ....... 1.1.Q?i~§.:~.?. ... 1.Q?..&n-.?.~ ........................ .... 1??.?.:.9 ............ ?.9:Q .............. 1.9:.?.~ ............ .Q:.~~········ ....... 9.:1.?.?. ............................................................................... . 

17-Jul-80 110,486.98 107,811.88 1331.0 54.0 10.53 0.26 1.754 

:::::E$.~e~?.~:::. ::::n:9.;i~Q;~:t :::I§t?.:iI~f ::J~??.;~~ ::::?.~!?§:: :::::THtI:::: ::::::1§.:~9.:::: ::::::::~;:9.~::::::: :::::::I~?.~r::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
14-Jun-84 110,491.69 107,816.61 1422.09 2759.0 287.0 17.20 1.60 2.034 -0.55 -0.70 

·····fo~JLiY~8tf ·· ····Ho:492:77 ····fo7;i31"i."78 .. ·····1·420:59 ····352<J:c;··· ·······76"f O"······ ······1'8":79···· ········1".·59······· ·······0:?64······· ····················· ··············:"1":46 ·········~c;:ai ...... 
::::I§~~~E~f :: ::::n:§;±~~;?.?. ::::rnt.;~??:~~?:: :::::i~i~;~§ ::::?.?~g;g:::: ::::::~?.~QI:::: :::::?{~L: ::::::::§;:?.9:::::::: :::::§~:?.?.:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::~;9:~ ·:::::::§.:;_~?.::::::: 

File: monitoring data #19 Tab: Monument #19 Date: 11/10/2000 



File: monitoring data #19 Tab: #19-NE 

DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #19 

---

Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #19 

Time(days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 
_.,__.,__._----'-_.,_~~-'-~~---<-~~--'-~~--+~~..........J~~~~~~+--~---1· 30 

25 

20 

15 

---~ ----- -: -~---- 10 

5 

File: monitoring data #19 Tab: #19-horiz mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #19 

Time(days) 

~--,"~ ------- - -------

2,922 3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 

File: monitoring data #19 Tab: #19-vert mvmnt 

, __ .J.,_ __ _,;.__, __ -+-----"---+ 0 

-1 

'C' 
~ -2 ~ 

>..... 
1i) 

-3 ~ 

~ 
-~~- -4 E - Cl.I 

~ 
:i ~~- -5 -
B 
E 

-6 ~ 
0 

i 
.;8 

Date: 11/10/2000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038--02-02 

22-Sep-00 

intemnlatad values 

Waste Dump Stability • Monitoring Point #20A 

Elevation Time Horizontal Movement Vertical Movement 

:::;;~~:~:::: ___ i~~&~,--- m9!~ir;~ii~1 ---ii~~\----ll~H~~:ir-t~i -"iie~~&~ari-- ---,j~~!i __ _j!!!~~i:ifl?! ii;;J-)l~eaii 
0 0 0 --·-0.74·--- -----o.-74 ____ , -----7:699 _____ -------------- ---·-----....... 

.... 1._29·-·- -----o.-56 _____ -----1:512" ____ ----0:22·--· ----------------
----1-_79·--- -----o.-so _____ -----s:oaT·--· ----------·--- --·-------------
----:i.21·--- -----o.-48 _____ .. ---5,-552·---- ----·---·--·-- ----------------
.... 3'.04 ____ -----ii"77""""" ----·5:885""""' _., _________ .. ----------------
----3_:37···· ---·-0_·33----- -----8:682·---- ------.. ------ ______ .. _______ _ 

::::1:1?.:::: ::::T9!L:: :::J?~::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 
------o·----- ....... o ....... -------·o·-----·- .............. ·---------------
--.. o.97 ____ ---.. o.-97"·--· ..... 5:595····· ........................ _____ _ 
-···;i27 ____ """1"."31""" ···--5:310·---- .............. ____ .. ______ , __ _ 
·--·2_54··-- ---··o."37 ..... ----·J.-1.w··-·- -----........................ . 
"""2".76"'"" "'"'"o."12""" """i996"""" ............................ .. 
'""3'.1"6""'" '""""o."47""""" ·····3:3&i·-··- .............. --·······-------
.... ,i."-j'j'""" -----1-.-03"""" -·---5.-584·---- _______ .. _____ ............... . 
····4_45·· .. -----0.-28 _____ ·-···i826 ___ .. -------------- ............... . 
----5.66"""" ---·-1-.-22--·-- -----4:230····· ... ___________ ............... . 
····s:5a···- ····-0:92·---- ····-4:21?"···· ............................. . 
--··55:;·-....... 0.-20·-.. - ----·2:988·--.. ·······------- ---------...... . 
----7.21···· """"o."5o'""'" ---·-5:567"""" .............. ________ .. _____ _ 
----7.7:3"-.. ·····o.-46 _____ -----J.-799····· -------------- _________ .. ____ _ 
"""8".35""" """o."62"""" ---··5:1·59 .. ··- ............................. . 
····ri.79·--- ..... o."44 ..... ·····2:5·1a··--- .............. ------------.. .. 
... i"ci:38··· ·---·1-:i>o .......... i9aa····· ............................. . 
--·1·0'.92·-- -----o.-54 _____ ..... iii57"···· ............................. . 
--·1·1'.41--· --·--o.-49 .......... 3:302----· ............................. . 
--·1·5._93--· ·----4,-52----· ·----4:1a9·---- .............. ---·--:o.a·----
... i.7:oo--· -----1-.-ff ......... 1:405 ........................ :o.34 .. .. 
--·1·9:57--· -----2.-60 _____ ----·2:842 ................... ---··:o.66 ___ _ 
···1·9._51---- ·····a.·19--··· ·····o:655 _____ .............. --·--:0_25··--
:::?.9:?.L ::::T?~::::: ::::::n:~L:: :::::::::::::: :::::I91:::: 

23.52 2.73 1.309 -0.59 

:::?.~:1L ::::T1L:: :::::!?I~::::::::::::::::::: ::::::ft~:::: 
20 & 20A Combined 

24-Nov-76 0.1 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.000 ··29:o;;c;:75· -------------·-·- ---·--·----·-·---- -------------- ----3ifo ____ -----35.-0·---- ---·o'.14·--- ·----o.-74 _____ -----?:599·---· -------------- ·---------·-----
::?.$:~?.ii:?.?.: ----------------- --·-------·--·-·-·- -------------- ----52-.0·--- -·-·-21.-0·---- ----1-.29·--- -----o.-ss _____ -----7:5·10··--- ------·:0.22 ----------------
24-Feb-n ----------------- ------------------- _____ .. _______ --·-92-.0·--- -----30.-0·--- ·---1"_79·--- ..... o."5o _____ -----5:024·---· --.. ·--------- -----·--------·-

·-23'.ii.iar:77·· ----------------- ------------------ -------------- ---'.ff!io ___ -----21.-ii··-- ----2.2:;·--- -----o.-48 _____ --·-·5:534·---- ------·-·-.. -- -·--------------
::rn~~Y.:T.( ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::. :::::::::::::: ::::i:~?:li::: :::::1~:9::::: ----3.04 ____ -----0:77"·--- -----5.-849----- -------------- .. _____________ _ 
__ ?'.!:M~Y.:?Z. ----------------- ------------------- -------------- __ .)_!H:!L ______ _1~\._(_l _____ ----:;i.:37·--- -----o."32 _____ ---·-8:451'" ____ -------------- ·----·----.. ·---

19-Jul-77 237.0 56.0 ----4'_42···- -----i-o5·---- -----6."873 _____ -------------- ----·-·--·---... 
18-Nov-77 359.0 --20"-:ian:18-- ______ .. ___ .. __________ .. __________ ---------- .. -· -··422:ci·-- -----6s:o·----

::?.9.-f.:P.r:?.( ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::· :::::::::::::: :::§i:?:R::: :::::~:9::::: 
__ ?J?:M~Y.:?!?. --------·-------- _____ .. ___ .. ______ ·-----.. ·--·-- ... §1."1,R ... _____ .:/!rn ____ _ 

6-Jun-78 559.0 11.0 ···27:j·ui:1a·· -·------·-···-··· ·················· ·········--··· ···tffcio··· ······s:rcr ... 
::?~~§~P.-J§: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::. :::::::::::::: :::~?~R::: :::::"i??3f ::: 

19-0ct-78 694.0 27.0 -·-1:F:;;t;:79·· ----------------- -----·----·------·- ·------------- ---:;99:0··- ·----105.o ___ _ 
::g?~~P.r:?.ii: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::· :::::::::::::: :::§?.$;!L :::::!iQ.:9::::: 
.J!?:t>!!~Y.:?~- ------.. ----·---· ___ .. _____________ -------------- __ Jl9.~:R ________ i?'.\-_<_l ____ _ 

18-Jun-79 936.0 33.0 

:Jt-~ii:?.f ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::ii~9:!L :::::1!@::::: 
.. .?:§!!P.:?~ .. -·----------·---- -----------·------ _______ ....... ___ 1_9.JZ,9. .. _____ .:/?.-_<_l ____ _ 

10-Nov-79 1081.0 64.0 

:::!E~ir:~!C ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::1?.??.T :::::11~.:q:::: 
.. ?'.!:M?Y.:?!?_ ------------·---- __ .. ______________ ·--·---------- __ J~?.?,R _______ .fiR-.9 ____ _ 

17-Jul-80 1473.76 1331.0 54.0 

::i:$~t-~a:~:i::. ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::- ::mJ?;~: :::1?.?!i;1c :::::~iii@:::: 
15-Jun-82 1472.62 2029.0 304.0 ·-·9-"Jiiii-iis-- ---·----·-------- -------·---------- ··147'1:96 .. ·-:i38ii:o·· -----359:0·---

::?~~§~P:.§~: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::. ::B?:i:L ::J?1F\i:: :::::1~::q:::: 
14-Jun-84 1470.66 2759.0 265.0 ---15:.J,ji:05·- ----------------- -----------·------· ··1410:07"" --352-0:0·- ---·-751".Q·---

:J?.~~~E~::. ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::11~).f: ::~?9~Q:: ::::~z~~fg::: 

File: monitoring data #20A Tab: Monument #20A 

·--·5-_39·--- ---------------- ------------------ __________ .. __________ .. _____ _ 
""'6'.69---- -----1-."3·1·---- ----·5j09·---- ----------·-·- -·---·----·-----
----7'.06""" -----o."37""""" -----i74o"""" -------------- ____ .. _________ _ 
----7_--jij'"" -----0.-12··--- -----i85o""""" -------------- _________ .. ____ _ 
·-·-1:5a·--- -----o:4-o·---- ·--·-2:a56 _____ --·----------- ----------------
.... 8._59·--- -----1".·0·1·---- """"6."470----- ------------·- .. --------------
----8:87"""" -----0:25·---- -----iii26'"""" ----------·--· __________ ., ___ _ 
---1-0:00·-- ..... 1-:2"1"·--- -----4:2·1T·--· ... ___________ ·---------·--·-· 
---1-1:00·-- -----0.-92···-- -----4:1·99----- -------------- ·-- .. ----·--·--· 
"""ff1"ii"'" -----0.-19·---- ·--·-2:873""'"" ___ ., _________ ----·-------·--· 
·-·ffsii·-- -----o.-5o _____ ----·5:495·---· ------------·- -·--·-----------
---12:1·5··- -----o.-46 _____ -----J.-797·---- -------------- __________ .. ___ _ 
--·12:77·-- ---·-0:62·---- -----5:1·55·---- -------------- -----·-·--·--·-· 
---1-J::ii'--- -----0:44·---- ·----2:402·---· -------------- ·---·----.. --... 
---1-4:00·-- _____ i"._60 _____ -----3:988·---· ·------------- ·---·---·-----·-
---1-5:34·-- -----0:54·---· --·--:iii5i ____ ------------·- --·--·-----·----
·-Ts:iii·-- -----0:49·· .. - ..... J.-219 .. ··· 
---2-0:35·-· ·----4_-52----- -----4:184·---- ----------·--- '"'"":i)i,i"""'" 
... 2i:so··- ----·¥."16··--- ...... 1:391 .. ·-· --------·-·--· -----:0_34----
---24:oii ___ -----2.-59·---· -----2.-Wi·---· ___ .. _________ .. -·-:o.oo·--· 
... 2J:93·-- -----:0:16 ____ ..... :ii.565 _____ -------------- -----:ii.26 ___ _ 
··-2s:ff- ----T-28·---- -----1.-155·---- --·--·-----·-- ·--·-:1·_04·---
·--27:94 ___ -----2.-73·---- -----1":3i:i8"'""' ------ .. -·-·-- -·---:(j_59·---
:::?.$:~c :::::!i:$L:: :::::!i:@:::::: :::::::::::::: ::::§7.f::: 

::::::~iT::: 

Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #20 & 20A 

___.-----+ 

~---+------

File: monitoring data #20A Tab: #20 & 20A-NE Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #20 & 20A Combined 

Time(days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5,114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 

--~·--

-

File: monitoring data #20A Tab: #20A-horiz. mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #20 & 20A Combined 

Time(days) 

3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 

- ~ 

File: monitoring data #20A Tab: #20A-vert mvmnt 

t- 0 

--1 ~ 

~ --2 a:; 
~ --3 ii 

~ -4 0 
:i 
ca 

-5 u 
t: 
~ 

-6 0 
.! 
"' -7 a: 

Date: 11/10/2000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIAND 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-OO 

Waste Dump Stability- Monitoring Points #21 & 21A 

interoolated usina surve' and rates of movement 

Monitori11~ .... ~()r!~il1\J ....... §'!S.l~n.\l .... -~~.'!!!!!()11 ............. !1':':1.1: ......................... ~!?~i;!?ll!~~-~!?~':':'~ .......................... ~!"rl!~l .. ~!?~.11).1!11! ........... . 

Date Total Incremental total incremental rate total incremental rate ..................... ·····cieeii····· ...... iieeii"····· .... iieeii"··· ···idavsi"· ····idavsi···· ·····iieeii"··· ..... iieeii····· ·iieei7¥Eiaii .. ····iieei\···· ·····ueeii····· ·1i0ei.Tveari. 
Monitor Point #20 
::g{f·Ei\i:~?!L ::O:iiij:~.:W ::i:9§;~;g( ::::::::::::::: :::::::cL:::· ::::::::cL:::::: :::::::9::::::: 
.. g~IJ.~~:.?!L JJW!l\l.-!ll! .. J.9!?1~.~:?.L ................... ~:9..... . .... ~:9 ........... !:/:? .. ?... .. 
... ?!b~?.1):7.?. .. .!.!W!E.-:!\l. . .. l.9!?1~:!!?. ...................... §g,9.... . ... P.:9 ............ 1:~ .... . 
.. g1:f.~i?:.??. .... l!W!l\l.-!l!? . .. !.9!?,~:?.\l. . ................... !1g,9 .......... ?.9.,9 ............ 1:~? .... . 
__ g;t~.?!:?.?. ... :t.!W'!!.?.-!?~ ... !.CJ!?,~:~?. . ................... 1.1~:9 ....... P/L ....... J\l.1 .... . 
.. W·.~~Y.:?.? .. . !J.9,§!.~::!!l ... !.9!?1~:g\l._ ................... 1!i!...9... . .... 1!?:9 ........... ?.:±? .... . 
__ g:i.-.~~Y.:?.?. . ..1!.9,§!.~·!!l! . .. !.9!?,~,g?._ ................... 1l'!L9... . .... .11.9 ........... ?.,\l.1 .... . 
.... ~:~~D:?.?. ... .. U.9,§gQ.Qg_ .J.9!?,~:?.?. .................... 1~rn... . .... .19.:9 ........... 1:!.'L .. 

19-Jul-77 110,820.73 106,384.68 237.0 46.0 4.80 
Monitor Point #20 A 
:::I~~EQY~?.?. :IJ:9:iiI~.§~: ::i9§;~§;~: ::::::::::::::: ::::::g:::::: :::::::9:::::::: ::::::::q::::::: 
..... ?9:~.?D:!.§ .. 1J.9,§gQ.z!l . . .!.CJ!?,?.:l!i:?.\l. . ................... !??.:9 ......... .!??.& ........... U.?... .. 
..... ?!!:~£~:?.?. .:t.!.9,§g?,g .J.9!?1?.:1.1?,?.~ ..................... rn?.,9... . .... !19.,9 ......... J±? .... . 
.... ?!?:1'!!?1:?.?. .n9,§g?_._!??. .. J.9!?1?.:1.!!,?.?. ................... .1~..9... . .... ?.!l..9. ........ J~ .... . 
...... !?:~.':ID:?.§ .. l!.9,§g?.D ... J.CJ!?,?.:J!?,1!.. .................. g2Q . .9... . .... .U.-.9 ........... ?.,9.\l .... . 
..... .?!:~.~!:?.?. JJ.9,§g?..§?. .. .J.CJ!?,?.:I!?:?.? ................. ___ g§!JJ... . .... !!!.:9 ........... ?.:~ .... . 
.... g?:.9.~P.:?.\l. .!J.9,§g1,?.?. ... !.9!?1?.:l.M~ .................... ~:9... . .... ?.?.·.9 ........... 1,?.9 .... . 
.... .1!1:9.~:?.!l .!J.91§g1 ... 1?9. . .. !.9!?1?.:1.f?,?.L .................. ~:9... . .... g9 ........... :!,~!_;····· 

1-Feb-79 110,825.95 106,346.43 440.0 105.0 6.30 

:::::?ii~~P.r~?.~ ::o:9:iiii~-?.ii: ::@;~§;~J:: ::::::::::::::: :::§gQ:9:::. :::::iiQ:9:::::: :::::D:~::::: 
.... 1!?:1'!!!1.¥:?.~ JJ.9,§g?_..1§ .. J.9!?1?.:1.1?,\l.9.. ··············· .... !?11..9... . .... g1,9 ........... ?.:?.? .... . 

18-Jun-79 110,827.56 106,346.56 577.0 33.0 7.91 

::::::E~~ii~?.~ :IJ:ijjg~.~: 39§;~§;~: ::::::::::::::: :::§gf9::: :::::~~§::::: :::::§;~~::::: 
..... .?:.9.~P.:?.~ .. 1J.9_,!g\l_.§?. ... !.CJ!?,?.:i!?,\l.\l. .................... l??.§..9. ........ ?.?.:9 ........... !'!:~? .... . 

10-Nov-79 110,829.25 106,346.69 722.0 64.0 9.60 

::::J~P.r:ii9. :J:J:9;ii?.i?.~: 39§;~§:?.~: ::::::::::::::: :::~.:9:::· :::::11~:9.:::: :::::ff J9:::: 
.... ?1:1'!!?.¥:§9. .!.!.9,§?.U?. . . J.9§1?.:i.E!:?.~ ................... !!!.!l·.9 ......... ?.9...9. .......... 1:1.:?.9 ... . 
.... ..1?.:~~!:!'!9. .. 1!.9,!l~! .. !??. .. .l.9!?1?.:l!?J~ .... ..11?.? .. ~ .... ~zg . .Q •....•... ?.1,9 ......... .Jgw ... . 
... J.?:.~l:lll:!'!! .. :t.!.9,!??.?:.1?. . .. !.CJ!?,?.:J§:?.?. . ... .11?.?:?.?. ... 1?.\l.\l.-.9 ........ ~!11-.9 .......... 1?.:1.? ... . 
.. .1?.:~\l.IJ:§g .. . J.!.9,§?.?:.?.9 . .. !.9!?1?.:IEL ... .117.?.-Q!! ... 1!??.9.-.9.. . ... ?.9-'.!·.9 ......... .1?.&L . 
... !t~\l.IJ:§L JJ.9,§~ ... !?!l ... !.9!?1?.:1.E?,?.? ..... 1B\l:.l?. ... ?Qg~,Q.. . ... ?.?.!!..9 ......... J!-!,~.:l ... . 
.. g?.:§!".P:.??. ... !J.9,!l?.~.Z!l .. J.9!?1?.:1!?,\l.1 ..... 1,1?.\l.-.1?. ... ?.1?.? .. .Q ........ 19.~·.9 ......... gQJ.L. 
... 11:~.1:1.IJ:!l'.! ... .U.9,§'.!Q.§?. .. J.9!?1?.:1§,1! ..... 1B?.-.1?. ... ?:!9.9.-.<1 ....... g!??.-.<1 ..... .... g!.,?.? ... . 
.. )?:.~!!!:?!? ... .. l!.9,!?1?.-Z9. . . J.CJ!?,?.:J.E?,?.!l .... M?.~_.g?. .. }.1!?LQ.. . . ..Z\l.!.-.Q ..... .... g1,9.9.... 
.. .!.!':.~!!!:~ .... J.!.9,§1?,g! ... J.9!?1?.:1.!?,\l.? ..... M~? .. 19. .. .?!1!.9.-.Q.. . .. :E1!!·.<1 ........ g§,!_;_? ... . 

·······o········ ········o········ ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:1a····· ·····1:685····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····o:a2······ ..... a:43o····· ····ii45···· ················· ·················· 
·····o:a1······ ·····7:J55····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····o:iiii ..... ·····5:977····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
:::::Q;i@:::::: :::::~;~~~::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
. ... .!?:!.? ........... 1:?.!?!l ...................................................... . 

0.62 22.488 ·····0:11······ ·····5:&ia····· ··············· ················· ·················· 

....... !? ................ 9. ........ ··············· .................................. . 

...... U.E? ........... !1:?.~:t. ...................................................... . 

...... t?.I? ........... ?.,!_;.11 .................... ················· ................. . 

..... 9.::1.:l ........... 1::3Z~ ...................................................... . 
0.18 5.936 ·····o:oo······ ·····5:1·0T···· ··············· ················· ·················· 

.. ... 0:10······ ·····5:009····· ................................................. . 
·····0:25······ ·····a:390····· ................................................. . 
·····J:35······ ·····4:7;0;······ ................................................. . 
·····0:8:3 ...... ··· .. a:004····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:41······ ..... 6:235····· ............... ················· ................. . 
·····0:39······ ·····4:225····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
..... 0:49· .. ··· ·····4:024····· ................................................. . 
·····0:59······ ..... 5:04;······ ............... ················· ................. . 
·····o:a2······ ..... a:535····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····J:5c:1····· ·····a:755····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
:::::MC?:::::: :::::ii:aj2::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 

0.50 3.380 ..... a:40······ ·····a:224····· ··············· ··········:1".02 ··········· .. 1iw 
:::::g:J:t::::: :::::ii:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::§~ ::::::::::§§g 

2.28 2.318 -0.92 ·0.94 ·····0:22······ ·····0::;42····· ··············· ···············o ············0:00 
·····1:1T···· ·····;·:534····· ............... ··········:1·.02 ··········:·1:40 
·····2:8:3······ ·····i3si···· ··············· ···········:·o:9 ··········-:a.43 
::::T~L::: :::::Q:i:~2::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::~$:.§~ ::::::::::~9;1§ 

::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::J~~~~~rj~~:~~!~~~:~~:~:~~~:~~ni~!~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::.::::::·······::::· 
······················································································································· ·········-·························•················•-·······-··-······················· 24-Nov-76 0.0 0.0 0.00 
··29:5;;c:75·· ·················· ................... ··············· ····35:ii···· :::::?.~:9:::::: ::::§?.$::::: 
··25::ian:'77 .. ·················· ··················· ··············· ····52:0···· 21.0 1.38 
··24:f'etJ:n·· ·················· ··················· ··············· ····92:0··· ·····30:0······ ·····iw····· 
··23:Mar:fr· ·················· ··················· ··············· .... 1·19:0·· ·····27:0····· ·····2:54····· 
39.~~~ii)?.:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::1~?.:9:::: :::::~?.§::::: :::::?.;±?::::: 
__ g:i:.M~Y.:?Z ......................................................... .1!'!! . ..9. ........ 11·.9 ........... ?.,\l.1 .... . 

3-Jun-77 191.0 10.0 4.14 """i"ij..jijj:fr·· .................................................... ···231:0··· ..... 46:0······ ·····4:ii(i"""" 
···1a:i.j;;y-:fr· ·················· ··················· ··············· ···359:0··· :::::iiiii.:<i::::: :::::::::::::::: 
···2o::iiffi:75 ....................................... ··············· ···422:0... . .... !??.:9 ........... !!:~ .... . 

:::?~~P.r~?.?.:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::$1ii:9::: ..... !19...9. ..... ... Jg? .... . 
__ g\l.:M~Y.:?.? .......................................................... !?1!?,9 ........ ?.\l.·.9 ........... ?.:?.9 .... . 

6-Jun-78 559.0 11.0 7.86 ···27 .. jijj:?"0··· .................................................... ···510:0··· :::::§j§:::: :::::§;?.?::::: 
::gg~§~i:?ii:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::~?.:9::: ..... ?.?.:9 ........... !1:?.9 .... . 

19-0ct-78 694.0 27.0 9.75 ··;·:f'eb-79 ... ·················· ··················· ··············· ···1!ii:ci···· ..... 105.o····· ·····1;-:10···· 
::?i?:~P.r:?.~:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::)?.~§:: :::::?.9..:9:::::: :::::ff~~:::: 
J.\l.:M~Y.:?.i? ......................................................... !19.?.,9... . .... g1,9 .......... Jg,?.? ... . 
18-Jun-79 936.0 33.0 12.71 

:J~!iii~?~::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::~Q.f: :::::~:9.::::: :::::i?.IL: 
... ?.:§~P.:?!1 .......................................................... 1.Q!LQ ........ ?.?...9. ......... .1?.,?.!! ... . 

10-Nov-79 1081.0 64.0 14.40 

::j;~P.r ;iiQ::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::ii?ii?..:9:: :::::H~.:9::::: :::::1§;~::: 
.. g1.:M~Y.:?!! ........................................................ Jg?.?:.Q.. . .... ?.9.,9 ........... 1\l.,?.9 ... . 

17-Jul-80 1478.79 1331.0 54.0 16.80 

:::i§~~!iit:~L :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::H?.?.-7.?. :::rn~~-9:: ::::~R::::: ::::gQ:?.?:::: 
15-Jun-82 1477.09 2029.0 304.0 22.45 ... 9::;liri:ii3··· ·················· ··················· ... i".47ii·11 ···236a.·o .. ····3500····· ·· .. 24:73·· .. 

::ii~~§~P.~~iL :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::i;1?.~.:i?. :::?1~~9::. :::::i~.:9::::: ::::;?~@:::: 
14-Jun-84 1,475.15 2759.0 265.0 26.02 

:3$~~\!E?§::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::1:1?.{i?~ :::?§ii9..9:: ::::?.~!§:::: ::::ii~:~L: 
16-Jul-99 1 468.40 8269.0 4749.0 30.38 

File: monitortng data #21A Tab: Monument #21A 

o.oo o.oo , .............. c0 ., ••••••••••••••• 9. ................ 9. ·····o:76······ ·····iiiBs····· 
..... 0:62······ ·····3:4·1y-···· ··············· ................. ·················· 
·····o:oo····· ·····1:2n····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····o:oo····· ·····a:oos····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:04······ ·····5:395 .. ··· ··············· ················· ·················· 
:::::9:J:~:::::: :::J??.Z::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 

0.50 18.217 

:::::9.:~L::: :::::~:i~L:: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
. .... ;-:fo······ ..... 5:731····· ................................................. . 
.. ... ;-:31······ ·····5:30y-···· ............... ················· ................. . 
·····0:43······ ..... 4:368""""" ................................................. . 
·····o:i"Ei ...... ·····5:4·11····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····o:aa···· .. ·····5:13T···· ··············· 
·····0:70······ ..... 5:003····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:25······ ..... 3:371""···· ............... ················· ·················· 
·····-;:35······ ·····4:599····· ............... ················· ·················· 
·····0:8:3······ ·····s:111····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:40······ ·····5:059····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:39······ ·····4:205····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
·····0:40······ ·····a:979····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
..... 0:59······ ..... 5:022····· ............... ················· ·················· 
·····0:62···· ....... 3:535····· ··············· .................................. . 
·····-;:50······ ..... 3:752····· ··············· ················· ·················· 
::::§±9:::::: :::::ii:~ii2::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::········ 

0.50 3.379 ·····a:49······ ·····a:223····· ··············· ··········:1·.02 ··········-:o:w 
..... 2Ti····· ·····2:005····· ............... ··········:o.66 ···········:():82 
·····2:20······ ..... 2:s1a····· ··············· ··········:ii.92 ··········:·(:i:w 
·····0:20 ........... o:soo····· ··············· ···········0·.00 ············a.oo 
·····;-:iii""""" ·····;·:503····· ··············· ··········:1·.02 ··········-:1·.40 
:::::g:§?:::::: :::::I~?.::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::§~ :::::::::::-§1~ 

1.53 0.117 ·5.85 ·0.45 

Date: 1111012000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #21 & 21 A 

'-~~·-

File: monitoring data #21A Tab: #21A-NE Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #21 & 21 A 

Time(days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 
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File: monitoring data #21A Tab: #21A-horiz mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 



_, __ 

DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #21 & 21 A Combined 

Time(days) 

3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 
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File: monitoring data #21A Tab: #21A-vert mvmnt Date: ·1111012000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-OO 

Waste Dump Stability - Monitoring Points #22 & 22A 

Monitoring Northing Easting Elevation Time 

Date Total I Incremental 
ldavsl ldavsl lfeetl 11een Ileen 

Monitor Point #22 

.. ?.1:.1::!9.Y:Z~. JJQ,~,!17. .. .1~,l.!?.\,?1 ................. ...... !! ..... . ....... !! ...... . 
29-Dec-76 .1.HM~?Z:?.!L .. 1~.1-~o?.? .................... ?.?.·.<? ... . 

··25:jijij:77· .l.1.<?i!l~:?.?. ... 1~11.~ol.? .................... ~?.-.<? ... . 
::?.~~fr~?.?.: J.1M?.~:?.?. . .. 1~.!Q?.,~? ................ .... ~:.<? ... . 

..... ?.?:.<? .... . 

..... ?.?.-.<? .... . 

..... ?.9:.9 .... . 
.. ?.?.:M!!r:?.?.. .1.1.9,~.QJ.?. ... 1~,1.9?.,~.. .............. . ... 11.~:!L ..... ?.?:.<? .... . 
.J.9:.M!!Y:.?Z. J.1.91~.1,§9. ... 1.<?MQ?.&~ .................... 1§?:.9. .. ..... 1!3:.9 .... . 
.. ?.4:.M!!Y:.?Z. J.1.Q,~.1,~ ... 1~,1.Q?.&i?.. .............. 181.o 

3-Jun-77 110,841.77 106,103.63 ···1ili".o··· 
···1g:.:iii1:n-· ·1·10·042:00· ··100·103:·!3"· ·············· ... 2:37".o··· 

..... H.-.<? .... . 

.... .!.9.-.9 .... . 
46.0 

Monitor Point #22A 
18-Nov-77 110,801.76 106,113.86 O O 

::!iif~~~?.( jjg;~~:iff ::i9ii:i:i~:ef.$:: ::::::::::::::. ::::~.!?:::: .:::::~~:.!?::::: 
.. ?.!l:~P.[:?.\l .. J.l.91~:?.?. ... 1~11.1?.1?.4 .................... 1?.? .. .9 ........ ~·.<? .... . 
.. ?.9:-M!!Y:Z!!. JJ.Q,!!Q.!?,1!l ... 1~11.1?.,?.9.. .............. . ... l!l\1.-.9... . .... ~-.<? .... . 
... !t~_.,.!!:?.!l.. J.1.91§9.!?,§?. ... 1~.mw. ................... ?.!l<? .. .<?... . .... 1.1..51... .. 
... ?Z:~':!l:Z!L J.1.Q,!l\l!!,?.?. ... 1~11.1?.:!li? ................... ?.?.1.-.<? ... ..... ?.!.-.<? ....• 
.. ?.?:.~E;JP.:Z!l. J.1.91§9.?,~?. .. .1~11.1?.&1.. .............. . .. ?.!!?.-!!... . .... ?.?.-.<? .... . 

19-0ct-78 110,808.10 106,112.38 335.0 27.0 
:::H:~~?.~:: :!:ii?;@;~: ::i9ii:ffi:;~$:: ::::::::::::::. :::¥.9.-i?::: ::39.$§::: 
.. ?.?.:~P.(:?.~ .. J.1.91!ll.9,?.?. ... 1~11.1.E~ ................ .. .?.?.<?:.<? ... ..... §9. . .Q .... . 
. J.9:-.M!!Y:Zl!. J.1.Q,§l.1:.1?. . ..1~1l.E:?.~.. .............. . .. ?.¥.:.<?... . .... ?.1 . .<? .... . 

18-Jun-79 110,811.70 106, 111.48 577.0 33.0 
:::E~~9~z~:: :!:i!?;jjj~;g( ::i9iiI11:?.$:: :::::::::::::: :::~?.i:.!?::: :::::¥!?::::: 
. ..?.:~E;l.P.:Zl! ... l.1.9,!lt?:l!?. ... 1~11.1.1:?.'? ................... §?.\3:.9. ....... ?.?.-.<? .... . 

10-Nov-79 110,813.85 106,111.05 722.0 ..... §4:.9 .... . 
:::1~~P.i~jj9.:: }jg;jjj§j~: ::iQii:i:ii?:ef.f :::::::::::::: :::ii~?§:: ..... 11\l:lL .. 
.. ?.4:.M!!Y:.?!l. J.1.9,§1.l;U.?. .. .1~11.1!1,1'? .................... l!l.\l.-.9... . .... ?.9.-.9 .... . 
... 1Z:~':!l:.\l!1.. .1.1.Q,!ll.'?:?.1 ... .1!1§11.1!1,?.? ..... .1.1?!l:!1\I ... l!?.? .. !1... . .... §1:.9 •..•. 
.J.?:.~\J.9:!!:1.. J.1.9,§?.Q,~?. .. .1!19-11.<?l!:l.~ ...... 11?.\l,?.? ... l~:!L .... ~:.9. .. . 
... l?.:~.l!!!:!l?.. JJQ,§?.?,Q?. ... 1~11.®,?.i? ..... .l1?.9,?.!l ... 1§?.9:!1. ...... ?.24:!1 ... . 
.. Jt~.':'!!:l'!?... .l.1.9,!l?.!?,l'!?. .. .1~,1.Q?.,!l\I ...... 11?1,?.Q .. ?.R?.~:.9.. . ... ?.?.\l,Q ... . 
__ g?:_~E;'P.:§?.. J.1.<?i!l?.i?:!l?. ... 1~,1.Q?.,\!.? ...... 11?1,g1 .. ?.J.?.l?:!l ..... .!.\l!!:.9. .. . 
... 11:~.l!!!:~ .. . 1.1.Q,!l?Z:?.?. . . J~,1.Q?.:?.? ...... 11?.?,?.!l __ g1!1Q,Q .. ____ g?.i?:.9. .. . 
... l.i?Y.':!1:~.. J.121!l?.9:?.1 .. .1~,1.®,?.'? ..... H?.1:?.Q .. ~1.?.1,Q.. . ... ?.?.1:!1.... 
... l.?:~!ll:l!l! .. J.1Q,§?.~:).?. . . .1~11.<?~,\!.? ...... 11\l.~,§Q .. ?.l!l.9:.9. . ... ~?.1.~:!1 .. . 

Horizontal Movement 

I I 
total incremental rate 
Ileen Ileen 'I lfeet/vearl 

Ve lrtical Movejent 

total incremental rate 
Ileen lfeetl 

1 I lfeet I vearl 

0 0 ·····0:82····· ······0:82····· 
:::3:~$::::: ::::::9.:aj::::: 
..... ?.:11 ........... 9.:?!l .... . 

3.24 0.83 
:::::1:?.C:: :::::TIC:: 
. .... 1-.?.1 ........... 9.:~---·· 
..... 1:?!L. ........ 9...E .... . 

5.93 1.05 

0 0 ·····1-.«i0····· ······1-.-.i0····· 
·····s:iff"""" ······1·.-59····· 
·····J:10····· ······0 ... ,.1····· 
·····3:90·--·· ······0.22····· 
:::::~($:!::::: ::::::rig::::: 
..... §:~ ........... LR .. . 
..... §._?.1 .......... 9.,4L .. 
..... !l:l.~---·· ...... 1.-.??. .... . 
..... \!.:?.L ........ .!.-.® .... . 

9.66 0.46 
:::)~:?L: ::::::9.-:$L:: 

0 ..... i3.552····· ·············· 
.. .. i"i".219···· ····:ci.88 ... 
·····9_·531······ ............. . 
::::ff.gg~:::: :::::::::::::: 
. .. J.1.-.11L ................ . 
..... 1:.91?. ..... ·············· 
. .... ?. .. ?'.!!! .................. . 

8.325 

0 ·····a.591 ...... ·············· 
·····6.45o····· ·············· 
·····7.210····· ............. . 

::::TEL:::::::::::::::: 
7.308 

:::::?..~:19.::::: :::::::::::::: 
..... ?.·_eyl!?. .................. . 
..... ?.-.'??.?. .................. . 
. .... '.!:.~?.?. ..... ............. . 

6.978 ·····6_204····· ·············· 
································ 

... J.9.-.?1 .......... Q .. f?g_____ ..... ?...1?.~---·· ·············· 
. .... !l:.f?.19. .................. . 
. ..•. ?:.??.!.. .... ·············· 
. .... ?.·.i?.l!l .................. . 

7.217 ·····4_·147····· ·············· 
::::::~z~:::::: :::::::::::::: 
. ..... ?:.<?t .................. . 
. ..... ? .. l!J ....... ·············· 0.28 ······2:09······ ............. . 
····--1:49······ ·············· 
:::::§~I::::::::::::::::::: 

. .... :<? .. ~ ......... :.11.:!J.<? ... . 

Monitor Point 22 & 22A Combined 

0.0 ·················· ······--·---------- ···H········· ····ss·.c,-··· 
··············-··· ---············---- ·············· ····a2.o···· 
.................. ·································· """"92.o"""" 
:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::J~:$:.g::: 
·················· ..................................... l?.? .. !1 .. . 
·················· ··················· ................. 1?.1:!1 .. . 191.0 .................. ··················· .............. ···231-.0··· 
·················· ··················· ·············· ···ss~Y.o··· 

...... <?.·.<? ..... . 

..... ?.? .. !1 .... . 

.... P .. .<? .... . 

..... ?.9.-.9 .... . 

..... ?.?.-.<? ..... 
48.0 ·····1-.1.Q····· 

:::::!§!?::::: 
..... 1?...<? ..... 

:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ···422·.o... . .... ~AL ... ·--51·2·.o··· oo.o ·················· ................... ·············· ···Ma·.o·-- ····--as.o· .. .. 
:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ···559_0 ... ·::::jftJ::::: 
·················· ··················· ·············· """6i"ii.o""" ..... ?.!:.<? .... . 

"""667.0""" ..... ?.?:.<? .... . .................. ··················· ............... ···594.0··· ..... ?.?:!1 .... . 

:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::· ···19ri.o... . .... 19.?,!1 ... . ···a7ii.o... ao.o 
:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ···903·_0... :::::g~:-~L::: 
..................... ······· ... ······ ·············· --·935·.o··· ..... ?.?:!1 .... . .................. ................... .............. ···ooo.o··· ..... ¥. .. .<? .... . 
................................................... ···101·7.o·· ..... ?.? .. .<? .... . 
................................................... ···10a1:0·· ..... §4,.<? .... . 
.................. ··················· .............. ::i!i?.?:i?:: 146.0 
.................. ··················· .............. ..J?.?.?J1.. ·····50.0····· 1478.09 1331.0 ·····54_0····· 
.................. ··················· """1476:33 """1725:0"" ·····394_0"""" 
..... ._,_._....... •H147·5:5a ··2029~0·· ····304-.0•••• 
·················· ··················· ····1474:30 ··23i:iii.0·· ····359_0··-
·················· ··················· ···147,4:24 ··2494:0·· ·····;&,-.o···· 
.................. ··················· ····1472:76 ··275g:o-· ····265".o···· 
·················· ··················· ···1471:30 ··352ci:O·· ····76i".i:i···· 
:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::i:1~~;~ ::!igii$;ii:: :::~?.1:$§:: 

File: monitoring data #22 Tab: Monument #22 

....... !! ............. <?.:</!!..... . ..... <?:!19. ...... ·············· ................................. . 

..... 9.:?!? ........... 9.,~?...... 8.552 ················· ················· 
1.65 o.s3 ::::ff!i?.~:::: :::§iiL ..... :9.!l!L ....... :.H,\l.<? ... . ·····2.«i4····· ······o ... 70····· 9.531 

·····s.-24····· ······o:ao····· ····1·0·.a79···· ···········-·· ················· ···---------·---· 
···-·4~1r···· ······,-:4"]"···· :::jJ.:l~u::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::~::::::::::::: 
·····4:71····· ······o:ci1····· ..... 9..Jl!?...... .............. . ................................ . 
:::::1:?~::::: ::::::9..:1?.::::: ..... ?..g~?. ..... ·············· ................. ················· 
..... ?.:\!~---·· ..... .!:.<??...... . .... §._:g?. ..... ·············· ................. ················· 

:::::~-1§9.::::: :::::::::::::: 
7.147 

::::).~:1~::::: :::::::::::::: 
7.291 ·····7:209····· ............. . 

"""""6.":350""""" ·············· 
···--5_522····· ·············· 
·····:i.9"16""""" ·············· 
·····6.926····· ·············· 
·····6:199····· ·············· 
·····5:12i3""""" ·············· 
·····6.404····· ·············· 
:::::ef..gzr:::::::::::::::::: 
..... ?.-.f?Q! ...... ··········•··· 
.... .?..J?.!l .................. . 
..... 1:.rn?. .................. . 
..... ?.-Z?.1 ..... ............. . 

3.005 
:::::?.:$iii?::::::::::::::::::: 
..... 9.·.9!!! ...... ·············· 
..... ?:.®?. ..... ·············· 
.... J .. 1l11 ..... ·············· 
..... Q.g§?.. .... ·············· 

Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #22 & 22A 

---~ -- ------ -~-~----

File: monitoring data #22 Tab: #22-NE 

--~-

Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #22 & 22A Combined 

Time(days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5,114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 
I r- ------ -- - ,-------- -- ---·-- 45 

L ------ ---- 40 

35 

30 

25 

20 

- 15 

-- 10 

- -~··· 5 

File: monitoring data #22 Tab: #22-horiz movmt Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #22A 

Time(days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 

File: monitoring data #22 Tab: #22-vert mvmnt 

8,036 8,766 
..:- 0 

-1 

-2 

-3 
'C 

_,_ -4 m 

-5 
---- ------ -6 

~ 
! 
c 

--·-- -7 Cl) 

E 
---- --- - ,_ -8 ~ :e 

-9 Cii 
(.) 

-10 ~ 
-11 0 
-12 I 

a: 
-13 

-14 

-15 

Date: 11/10/2000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-OO 

Waste Dump Stability - Monitoring Points #23 & 23A 

Monitoring I Northing Easting I Elevation Time Horizontal Movement 

Date 
(feet) (feet) (feet) 

Monitor Point #23 

Total 
(days) 

Incremental 
(days) 

total 
(feet) 

incremental 
(feet) 

rate 
(feet/year) 

total 
(feet) 

Vertical Movement 

incremental 
(feet) 

rate 
(feet/year) 

18-Nov-77 109,983.34 106,459.35 0 0 0 0 O ···:fo:Ja.fi:ia ... ··109:9a5·.-cff· ···1·55;459:4:=f ......................... 5:3:0·· ............ 63:0 ................ 1':73 ............... 1':7':'f ..... ·······o:a:fo ..................................................................... .. 
:::?.!?.:8-P.!.:t:~::: j!?.~;Q~~:.:~t.:: :::rn:~;~§.~;~~:: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::I~:?.§::: ::::::)!?.§:::::: ::::::);?.z::::::: :::::j:;~:~::::::: ::::::§§.?.9::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::1 
.. ;?.?.~.~~>.'::?.~ ... . Y?.~i~~?..-.9.9 .... .!.9§.~~§.9.:!?.?. .. ......................... ~.~-~:9 ..... ....... }~:9 .............. }:?.;? ........ ....... .9:~.?. ........ ...... .9.:9.~;? ....... ............................................................... . 

06-Jun-78 109,987.04 106,459.86 200.0 11.0 3.73 0.16 0.450 
····21~Jlii~·fa .... "1'cfa:9ai:f.ii . ... fo5;459:9a·· .................... ·····25·1':0 ............. 5To .............. 4:38 ............... iJ:a4 .............. o:3ff ...................................................................... . 

!Ii il:li!.! :ili:liii : ::•: ~-1 •••••··~~~······ :11 :i~ llit ::::: ••••••:••••••••••••••• •• ! 
••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• , ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ! 

Monitor Points 23 & 23A Combined 

If I~•· : ••• ·:········ ~~gg::•1!]••••• iil~:l~ : ~tt•• ·:······:····················· l 3-Jun-77 191.0 10.0 3.76 0.21 7.77 
18-Nov-77 359.0 168.0 

22-Aor-79 879.0 80.0 11.49 0.89 4.08 ..J 

File: monitoring data #23 Tab: Monument #23 Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #23 & 23A 

~-~- --~-~-- ~-~--~--

File: monitoring data #23 Tab: #23-NE Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monuments #23 & 23A 

Time (days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 8,766 
-+--+-~~~+~~~-1-~~-+-~~--'--~~-+-~~-+-~~--+~~~---~-~ 15 

- ·----··· 10 

5 

File: monitoring data #23 Tab: #23-horiz mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-OO 

Interpolated Values 

Waste Dump Stability - Monitoring Point #68 

Monitoring I Northing Easting I Elevation Time Horizontal Movement Vertical Movement 

Date total incremental total incremental rate 
(feet) (feet) (feet) feet feet feet feet __[eetlyear! 

6-Jun-78 110,935.81 107,074.52 47.0 11.0 0.61 0.17 5.670 

19-0ct-78 110,937.07 107,075.80 182.0 27.0 2.38 0.33 4.463 
·········1·:·F=0iJ~i9 ···1""fo;~fa1·:94· ... fo.7-;t57"6:·sK· ························ ·····2a?:cr··· ········1"0"s:·O"······· ·········J:59········ ········T22········· ········4:·220········ ······················· ···························· ··························· 

18-Jun-79 110,938.92 107,077.91 424.0 33.0 5.18 0.58 6.421 

:::::::::EA~9.~:?.:$. ::I\g;~~~5§.: :::IQ.t;.9.t~;:?.:?.::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·:::::1§~§:::: ::::::::+r~c:::::: :::::::::~;~~:::::::: :::::::::g:;~:g::::::::: :::::::::?.;:~)r::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
........ ?.~§~r.~.?..~ ... 1.}.~?.!~~~.:?~ .. ... }gz!gz~:.~.?. ... ............................. §Q?:9. .............. ~?..:Q .................. §.:.1.§. ................ g ... ?~ ......... ......... ?.:.?.?.?. ........ ............................................................................ . 

10-Nov-79 110,939.98 107,079.09 569.0 64.0 6.77 0.61 3.477 

17-Jul-80 110,941.72 107,080.92 1437.29 819.0 54.0 9.29 0.74 4.979 

:::::T~~A~9.:?) :::rw;~±{I?.: :::IQ.?.;.9.?:?.;:?.?.::: :::I~~t.:;~~L ::::I?.:f?.:.:9:::: ::::::::~:$.~§::::::: ::::::::i?.;:~~::::::: :::::::I~§.:::::::: :::::::::?.51~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::9:I::::::::: :::::::::9:-T~:::::::: 
15-Jun-82 110,945.95 107,084.91 1437.65 1517.0 304.0 15.09 2.45 2.947 0.2 0.18 

::::::::::$.~J:~~:?:?. j)g;~±t.:~r :39.?.;.Q.?:~;:t:~::: :::I~~§.:±9.:: ::::I~?.§I:: ::::::::~:~~;:9:::::::: ::::::::i?.;:~:r::::: :::::::::?.:;?.'.?.::::::::: ::::::::?.f~:r::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::TI:::::::: ::::::::::L?.:t::::::: 
...... ?.?.~§~P.~.~.?. J.}.~?.!~'.!~.:!~ ..... }g?.,.9.~.?.:.1§ ....... 1.1~~.:Q~ ....... }.~.~?.:.9. .... ........ ~.9.§:9. ................ ~.~:.~ .. ~ ....... ........ .9.:~?. ......... ....... }:.?9.1 ........ ······················· .......... ~9.:.? .................. :.~ .. :9.?. ...... . 

14-Jun-84 110,950.38 107,088.03 1435.57 2247.0 265.0 20.44 2.24 3.088 -0.5 -0.72 

:::::::::iI~~E?§ :::t\Q:;~~f ~?.: j§(9:*:~;:~9.::: :::H~{~?::: ::::~9:9~;:9:::: ::::::::t§:nc::::: :::::::?.?.;:~?.::::::: ·:::::::::?.:.:?.~::::::::: :::::::::L9?.?.:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::. :::::::::::I§::::::::: :::::::::~Hz::::::: 
........ E:~~-~~.~.~ ... 1 .. ~.Q!~~.?.:Q~ .. .. Jgzp~?.:.~.?. ... .... 1.1?.~.:~?. .... .J?..?.~:.Q .... ...... 1z~g ... Q ............. ?.?.:?.§ ....... ......... ?. ... '.!? ......... ........ 9.:.?.?.~ ........ ................................. :.?.:.? .................. :9.:.19. ...... . 

File: monitoring data#68 Tab: Monument #68 Date: 11/10/2000 



File: monitoring data #68 Tab: #68-NE 

DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #68 

~1999 

------- -"- ~-- ----~···~-~~--

Date: ·11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #68 

Time (days) 

2,922 3,653 4,383 5,114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 
__j~~~~--'-+-~~--'~~~-1--~~--i-~~-+-~~--'~~~--'~~~------30 

--- : --- 25 

·------·- -- ------- ·-·---- ___ J__ __ - 20 

---- --!- 15 

-- -~ 10 

File: monitoring data #68 Tab: #68-horiz mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #68 

Time (days) 
2,922 3,653 4,383 5, 114 5,844 6,575 7,305 8,036 

-----~-- - - ·-·· -----·-

File: monitoring data #68 Tab: #68- vert mvmnt 

·+-~~~~-'-~~~~·- 1 

... 
c 

-1 ~ 
Cl) 

-2 > 
0 "i:' 
:!5 ca 

-3 - Cl) ca ~ 
.2 ~ 

-4 t: Cl) 

~e, 
·- -5 0 

Cl) 
-6 1U 

a: 
-7 

Date: 11/10/2000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-00 

Waste Dump Stability- Monitoring Point #81-1 

Extrapolated Values Based On Movement rates 
Monitoring I Northing I Easting I Elevation 

Date 
(feet) (feet) {feet) 

Time 

Total I Increment 
(days) (days) 

Horizontal Movement Vertical Movement 

total 
(feet) 

increment I rate I total I incremental I rate 
(feet) (feet/year) (feet) (feet) (feet/year) 

,.:::I~:A~ii~F::: :::::HQ@:iiI::: ::J:g~~4.?.:~~$.:::: ::3§9~;~~::: ::::::::::I:::::::: :::::::::::§::::::::::: :::::::::::::~L::::::::: :::::::::::§::::::::::: ::::::::::::::~r:::::::::::: :::::::::::~L:::::::: :::::::::::::~r::::::::::· ::::::::::§::::::::: 
15-Jun-82 110202.4 106547.95 1503.6 304.0 304.0 2.18 2.18 2.622 -0.79 -0.79 -0.95 ..... 9:JiJi1:8ff .. ··1'1'0:204:42·· ····1"06:s4~i"ss··· .... 1'502:02 ......... 663:0 ............. 359:0 ................ 4:29 ................. 2-.·ff ................. :2':1·42 ................ :fsi .............. :«5:78 ............... :c)'."79 ..... . 

:::?~::$.~id~~::: jf g:;?.g§:;gL ::::rn~;[?.~~;~§::: :::J§gg;§§::: ::::::z~g§:::: ::::::::IQ~§:::::: :::::::I~~:::::::: :::::::::2;:~:?.::::::::: :::::::::?:~?.g§::::::::: ::::::::I?.{::::: :::::::::::9:,jf ::::::: :::::::I:§:~:::::: 
14-Jun-84 110,205.95 106,548.85 1501.43 1034.0 265.0 5.85 0.94 1.295 -2.96 -1.22 -1.68 

·····1·5:Ju·1~as···· .. 1To;200·:6s·· ····fo6:s49:a4··· ·· .. ·1·500-.·i· ....... 1·795:·0··· ........ 7Eff O' ............... 8:71" ................ 2:·00 .................. 1'":379 ................ :3·:69 ............... :·053 ................ :o:-3·s .... .. 
·:::::t?.:J:~E~~:::: .J:I§;?.gg;~L ::59.~;§§f :~§::: ::3~~'.(?.~::: :::::~$.~§;:ii:::· :::::::~:?.§9;:q:::::: ::::::::t2;:?:~::::::: :::::::::?.:.:?.~::::::::: :::::::::9.:}?.I::::::: :::::::~ID::::::: :::::::::::*AI::::::: :::::::I:?:~::::::·, 

File: monitoring data #81-1 Tab: Monument #81-1 Date: 11/10/2000 



~··~---' 

DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #81-1 

File: monitoring data #81-1 Tab: 81-1 - NE Date: 11/10/2000 



-

DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #81-1 

2,192 2,922 3,653 4,383 5,114 
~~~--+-~____.~---~---~~ 

5,844 6,575 
·-'----------i----, 30 

-- - 25 

. ---+ 20 

15 

- ·~ I r- .=1t - 10 
..... I !! 

--·-··•· 5 

-- - 0 

File: monitoring data #81-1 Tab: #81-1 horiz mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #81-1 

Time (days) 

2,192 2,922 3,653 4,383 5,114 5,844 6,575 
--l--l--l--l--l~~-+----~~-+-~~~--1~~~~4-~~~-'-~~~~J--~~~--'-~·--r 0 

File: monitoring data #81-1 Tab: #81-1-vert mvmnt 

-1 'C' 

~ 
-2 ~ 
~ --3 i 
E 
~ 

-4 0 
:E 
'ii 

-5 u 
'~ 

-6 0 
s 
as 

-~ -7 a: 

~-·-8 

Date: 11/10/2000 



Client: 
Project: 
Job No.: 
Date: 

DIANO 
Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
4440-038-02-02 

22-Sep-OO 

Values extrapolated 

Waste Dump Stability- Monitoring Point #81-2 

Monitoring I Northing Easting I Elevation Time Horizontal Movement Vertical Movement 

Date I I I I Total I Increment I total I increment I rate I total I incremental I rate 
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File: monitoring data #81-2 Tab: Monument #81-2 Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #81-2 

·--~ --~~--- - -~--- -~--- ~ --··-----·-

File: monitoring data #81-2 Tab: 81-2 - NE Date: 11/10/2000 



DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #81-2 

Time(days) 
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File: monitoring data #81-2 Tab: #81-2-horiz mvmnt Date: 11/10/2000 
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DIANO: Clinton Creek Asbestos Mine 
Waste Rock Monitoring Monument #81-2 

2,192 2,922 3,653 4,383 5,114 

File: monitoring data #81-2 Tab: #81-2-vert mvmnt 

5,844 6,575 
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UMA Ltd 

DRAWINGS 

!:\earth & water\projects\4440 diand\4440-038-02 clinton creek\reports\conceptual design.doc 
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INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

WASTE ROCK DUMP CROSS SECTIONS 02 
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INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

PROPOSED CREEK CHANNEL PROFILE 03 
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PLAN 
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LINED CHANNEL 

NON-WOVEN 
GEO TEXTILE 

REDUCTION WEIR 

.tlQJL X = (NUMBER OF 0.5m STEPS - 1) x 2m 
ie. FOR 3 STEPS (1.5m DROP) X = (3 -1) x 2 = 4m 

FOR 8 STEPS (4m DROP) X = (8 1) x 2 = 14m 

L 12m FOR 1.5m DROP 
L = 22m FOR 4.0m DROP 

CENTERLINE PROFILE A-A' 

GEOTEXTILE 

SECTION 8-8' 

END SILLh 

COBBLE LINED 
CHANNEL 

INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

PROPOSED GABION DROP STRUCTURE 04 
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INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

PROPOSED WASTE ROCK DUMP GEOMETRY FOR 
VALLEY RESTORATION 
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INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

PROPOSED WASTE ROCK DUMP GEOMETRY FOR Q 6 
EXISTING CREEK CHANNEL ALIGNMENT 
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INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

PROPOSED WASTE ROCK DUMP GEOMETRY FOR Q 7 
ALTERNATIVE CREEK CHANNEL ALIGNMENT 
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INDIAN AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA 
ABANDONED CLINTON CREEK ASBESTOS MINE 

CONCEPTUAL STABILIZATION MEASURES 

PROPOSED TUNNEL 08 




